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VIA ELECTRONIC FILING 

Ms. Nancy M. Morris 
Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F. Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549- 1 090 

Re: File No. SR-CBOE-2007-77 

Dear Ms. Morris: 

The Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incorporated ("CBOE" or the "Exchange) hereby 
responds to the so-called "Emergency Petition for Securities and Exchange Commission Review 
of Rulemaking Action of the Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incorporated" (the "Comment 
Letter"), in which CME Group, Inc. ("CME"), the Board of Trade of the City of Chicago, Inc. 
("Board of Trade") and Michael Floodstrand and Thomas J. Ward (collectively, the 
"commenters") ask the Commission to abrogate SR-CBOE-2007-77 (the "Continued 
Membership Interpretation"). 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

The commenters' so-called "Petition" is nothing more than a failed attempt to elevate a 
comment letter beyond its rightful place in the rule-making process. Having squandered the vast 
majority of the comment period, the commenters cannot now claim an "emergency" has arisen. 
Public policy should not be formulated under this pretext. Moreover, in support of their position, 
the commenters distort and misstate the facts and the law and make unfounded factual assertions. 
The Comment Letter is nothing more than a desperate attempt by the commenters to lure the 
Commission into taking action when none is appropriate. 

The commenters make two primary claims, each of which has no merit. First, the 
commenters claim that CBOE's Continued Membership Interpretation was not validly filed 
under Section 19(b)(3)(A). Second, the commenters assert that CBOE's Continued Membership 
Interpretation is not valid because it supposedly is in contravention of CBOE's Constitution, and 
because the Board allegedly did not properly authorize it. In making these claims, the 
commenters misstate the requirements under Section 19(b)(3)(A) and CBOE's Constitution. 
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As more fully described below, CBOE's Continued Membership Interpretation clearly 
fits within the requirements of the Exchange Act. CBOE's Continued Membership 
Interpretation is consistent with CBOE's Constitution and rules, because no new memberships or 
trading permits are being created. Instead, former memberships are only being extended under 
an existing CBOE rule. Finally, CBOE's Board employed a process that guaranteed procedural 
fairness when it adopted the Continued Membership Interpretation. A majority of the Board that 
considered and approved the Continued Membership Interpretation rule filing was comprised of 
disinterested, independent directors. In support of their bald assertion that CBOE's directors 
breached their fiduciary duties, the commenters rely on a Delaware counsel opinion letter that 
addresses the Board's decision to approve a completely different rule - namely, SR-CBOE- 
2006-106. As such, this opinion letter is irrelevant for purposes of determining whether the 
Continued Membership Interpretation was validly adopted. Even with respect to the adoption of 
SR-CBOE-2006-106, the opinion letter should be given no weight, because it is based on 
assumptions that are factually wrong. 

BACKGROUND 

The Continued Membership Interpretation is an interpretation of an existing rule, CBOE 
Rule 3.19, that is designed to preserve the status quo and to avoid disruption in CBOE's markets 
until the Commission can act on a separate rule filing, SR-CBOE-2006-106 (the "Exercise Right 
Interpretation"). Because the Continued Membership Interpretation is a stated interpretation of 
the meaning of an existing rule, CBOE submitted it pursuant to Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the 
Exchange Act, under which it was immediately effective subject to possible abrogation by the 
Commission. The commenters ask the Commission to abrogate the Continued Membership 
Interpretation, in which case CBOE would face' the immediate loss of more than 200 persons 
who are currently supplying liquidity by trading on CBOE's floor. 

Adoption of Exercise Right Interpretation 

The underlying Exercise Right Interpretation construes Article Fifth(b) of CBOE's 
Certificate of Incorporation ("Article Fifth(b)"), which grants each "member" of the Board of 
Trade the right (the "Exercise Right") to obtain, by exercise and without having to make any 
payment, a non-transferable membership in CBOE (an "Exerciser Membership"). Article 
Fifth(b) does not define what is required to qualify as a "member" of the Board of Trade. 
Accordingly, on the several occasions when changes in the structure or business model of the 
Board of Trade affected the nature and character of Board of Trade membership in ways not 
contemplated when Article Fifih(b) was enacted, CBOE has had to interpret what it means to be 
a Board of Trade "member" for purposes of Article Fifth(b) under those new circumstances. On 
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each such occasion, CBOE's interpretation of Article Fifth(b) was submitted for Commission 
approval pursuant to Section 19(b)(l) of the Exchange ~ c t .  ' 

Another such occasion requiring interpretation of Article Fifth(b) arose on October 17, 
2006, when the then-parent of the Board of Trade and CME's predecessor (CME Holdings, Inc.) 
announced their intention to enter into a transaction in which CME would acquire the Board of 
Trade by means of a merger of the Board of Trade's parent with and into CME. This proposed 
transaction involved changes that raised questions about whether persons would continue to 
qualify as Board of Trade "members" for purposes of Exercise Right eligibility under Article 
Fifth(b). For instance, no individual would have any ownership interest in the Board of Trade 
after the transaction. Instead, the Board of Trade would be owned solely by CME, which in turn 
would be a publicly traded holding company. In addition, the persons called ''full" members of 
the Board of Trade prior to the transaction would be stripped of most of the rights commonly 
associated with exchange membership - including the right to elect directors and nominating 
committee members, the right to nominate candidates for election as directors, the right to call 
special meetings of members, the right to initiate proposals at meetings of members, the right to 
vote on extraordinary transactions involving the Board of Trade, and the right to amend or repeal 
the bylaws of the Board of Trade. 

In light of the issues raised by these changes in the nature of Board of Trade 
"membership," CBOE's Board met on December 12, 2006 to consider how to interpret Article 
Fifth(b) in light of that proposed transaction. The seven voting public directors of CBOE met to 
consider this issue separately from any industry director who arguably might have an interest in 
the issue. None of those public directors had any membership interest in CBOE, possessed any 
right to acquire such a membership interest or had any affiliation with an entity that owned any 
CBOE membership. In their separate meeting, the voting public directors unanimously approved 
the Exercise Right Interpretation, which interpreted Article Fifth(b) to mean that, upon the 
consummation of the CME acquisition of the Board of Trade, no persons any longer would 
qualify as "members" of the Board of Trade within the meaning of Article Fifth(b) and, 
therefore, no persons thereafter would qualify to be Exerciser Members of CBOE. 

After the vote of the public directors, the full Board reconvened to consider and vote on 
the Exercise Right Interpretation. In that portion of the meeting, a majority of the voting 

1 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-32430 (June 8, 1993), 58 FR 32969 (June 14, 
1993); Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-46719 (October 25, 2002), 67 FR 66689 (November 1, 
2002); Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-51252 (February 25, 2005), 70 FR 10442 (March 3, 
2005); Securities Exchange Act Release No. 34-5 1733 (May 24,2005), 70 FR 30981 (May 3 1,2005). 
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directors had no interest in the Exercise Right Interpretation. In particular, only five of the 
voting directors owned or were affiliated with a firm that owned a non-Exerciser Membership. 
In that meeting of the whole Board, the Exercise Right Interpretation was again approved 
unanimously, and even the director who was trading as an Exerciser Member voted in favor of 
the interpretation. This Exercise Right Interpretation thereafter was filed as SR-CBOE-2006- 
106. 

The commenters (or their predecessors in interest) thereafter challenged the Exercise 
Right Interpretation in Delaware state court. CBOE moved to dismiss that portion of the 
complaint on the ground that the Commission had exclusive jurisdiction to consider 
interpretations of the rules of national securities exchanges, particularly rules that addressed the 
qualifications for exchange membership. This motion was fully argued on May 30, 2007, and 
the Court took the matter under advisement. The Exercise Right Interpretation was pending 
before the Commission at that time. 

Adoption of Continued Membership Interpretation 

CME and the Board of Trade announced their intention to proceed to a vote of their 
memberships and thereafter to consummate their transaction knowing full well that the merits of 
the Exercise Right Interpretation were under active review and consideration. CBOE recognized 
that such an event would present CBOE with an immediate need to ascertain who was entitled to 
trade during the period after consummation of the transaction and before the Commission's final 
action on the Exercise Right Interpretation. Under the Exercise Right Interpretation, persons 
who were exerciser members immediately before the consummation of that transaction would 
lose that status upon the completion of that transaction. On the other hand, the commenters and 
others were opposing the Exercise Right Interpretation and maintaining that those persons would 
retain their right to be Exerciser Members after that transaction. To avoid disruption to its 
markets, it was essential that CBOE have procedures in place that would determine who would 
be allowed to trade in the event that the Board of Trade proceeded with the CME acquisition 
notwithstanding the unresolved issues concerning the Exercise Right Interpretation. 

To address that situation, CBOE's Board considered and approved the Continued 
Membership Interpretation at its meeting on June 29, 2007. Once again, the independent 
directors of CBOE met separately to consider and vote on that interpretation, and these ten 
independent directors unanimously voted to adopt that interpretation. They then were joined by 
the remaining eight directors for a meeting of the entire board, which also unanimously approved 
the interpretation. Accordingly, the Continued Membership Interpretation was filed with the 
Commission on July 2, 2007 as immediately effective pursuant to Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the 
Exchange Act. 
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The Continued Membership Interpretation consists of Interpretation and Policy .Ol of 
CBOE Rule 3.19. Rule 3.19 provides that, if the Exchange "determines that there are 
extenuating circumstances" surrounding the termination of a person's membership, "the 
Exchange may permit the member to retain the member's membership status for such period of 
time as the Exchange deems reasonably necessary to enable the member to obtain a 
membership." The Continued Membership Interpretation interpreted and applied that rule to the 
extenuating circumstances created by the Board of Trade's decision to proceed with the CME 
acquisition while the Exercise Right issues remained open and unresolved. In particular, under 
that interpretation, persons who were Exerciser Members in good standing as of stated dates 
before the consummation of the CME acquisition temporarily would retain their membership 
status, including their trading access to CBOE. Because these extenuating circumstances would 
exist until the Exercise Right eligibility issues were resolved, the Continued Membership 
Interpretation provided that this temporary continuation of membership status would continue 
until the Commission took final action on the Exercise Right Interpretation. 

In short, the Continued Membership Interpretation did not make immediately effective 
the loss of Exercise Right eligibility that the CME acquisition effected. Instead, it preserved the 
status quo until there could be a definitive resolution about the effect of the CME acquisition on 
Exercise Right Eligibility. Everyone who was an Exerciser Member on the specified date just 
before the CME acquisition would be able to continue in that membership status - and enjoy all 
the rights of membership, including trading access - during the interim period preceding 
Commission action on the Exercise Right Interpretation. In order to ensure that Exerciser 
Memberships would continue seamlessly, the Continued Membership Interpretation did not 
require that the former Exerciser Members maintain any particular Board of Trade property 
interests to retain their continued CBOE membership status during this interim period. Because 
these former Exerciser Members were freed of that obligation and to ensure that there was a level 
playing field between them and the holders of transferable CBOE memberships, the Continued 
Membership Interpretation required those persons to pay a monthly access fee based on the 
current monthly lease fees then being paid to lessors of the interest that the Board of Trade 
denominates as a Board of Trade B-1 membership. Under that interpretation, CBOE would hold 
these fees in escrow until final action on the Exercise Right Interpretation resolved the Exercise 
Right eligibility issues. 

The commenters objected because the Continued Membership Interpretation made it too 
easy for the former Exerciser Members to maintain their membership status. The commenters 
wanted those persons to continue to be required to hold Board of Trade B-1 memberships. In 
this sense, the commenters were objecting on behalf of those who had leased these B-1 
memberships to persons who used them to become Exerciser Members, and these lessors by 
definition were not themselves then seeking to be Exerciser Members. The commenters asked 
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the Delaware court to enjoin enforcement of the Continued Membership Interpretation in order 
to protect those interests, but the Court refused to do so. The commenters now ask the 
Commission to abrogate that interpretation, and the Commission should refuse to do so for the 
reasons stated below. 

DISCUSSION 

I. 	 The Continued Membership Interpretation is Consistent with the Exchange Act and 
Should Not be Abrogated. 

CBOE submitted the Continued Membership Interpretation pursuant to Section 
19(b)(3)(A) of the Exchange Act. It therefore was effective upon filing, subject to possible 
abrogation by the Commission. Under Section 19(b)(3)(C), the Continued Membership 
Interpretation should be abrogated only if abrogation "is necessary or appropriate in the public 
interest, for the protection of investors, or otherwise in furtherance of the purposes of [the 
Exchange Act]." The commenters are entitled to object to that interpretation by comment letter, 
but they trigger no special or different procedure by styling their comment letter as a "petition." 
When properly measured against the standards of Section 19(b)(3)(C), the Continued 
Membership Interpretation should not be abrogated, because it promotes key interests of the 
Exchange Act - including protecting CBOE's markets from trading disruptions that would harm 
the public. Furtherrnore, given the nature of that rule filing, it was entitled to immediate 
effectiveness pursuant to Section 19(b)(3)(A). 

A. There is no separate procedure for "petitioningss to abrogate a rule filing. 

The commenters style their opinions as a "petition" for the Commission to review the 
Commission staffs alleged decision not to abrogate the Continued Membership Interpretation. 
(See Comment Letter at 6). However, no such procedure exists under the Exchange Act. The 
cornrnenters invoke Rules 430 and 431 of the Commission's Rules of Practice, which give the 
Commission the right to review action taken by the Commission staff pursuant to delegated 
authority. When the Commission staff takes affirmative action pursuant to delegated authority, it 
does so in the Commission's name, so Rules 430 and 431 allow the Commission to take 
corrective action if it disagrees with the course of action on which the Commission staff has 
embarked. However, the Commission staff has taken no action in the present matter, pursuant to 
delegated authority or otherwise. The fact that the Commission staff has not abrogated the 
Continued Membership Interpretation pursuant to delegated authority does not constitute 
Commission staff action and therefore does not trigger the procedures under Rules 4340 or 43 1. 
Indeed, no such procedure is necessary. The right to abrogate is the Commission's, and the 
Commission certainly can abrogate the Continued Membership Interpretation if it so chooses, 
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and it need not do so by the indirect means of inventing a Staff "action" that the Commission 
then can review. Consequently, the "petition" is nothing more than a comment letter improperly 
dressed up as something more. Just because the commenters purported to file such a "petition" 
does not trigger any new procedures or any different standards. Instead, the question is the same 
as it always is under Section 19(b)(3(C) -whether abrogation is necessary in light of the public 
interest, to protect investors, or to serve the other policies of the Exchange Act. 

B. 	 The Continued Membership Interpretation is Consistent with the 
Exchange Act. 

The Continued Membership Interpretation not only is consistent with the policies of the 
Exchange Act, it is a fair and appropriate way to address a key interest under the Exchange Act -
preserving the fairness and orderliness of CBOE's markets under circumstances that CME and 
the Board of Trade have created and thrust upon CBOE. CME and the Board of Trade chose to 
proceed with their transaction even though the effect of that transaction on Exercise Right 
eligibility was unresolved - because the Exercise Right Interpretation was under Commission 
review. That situation imposed on CBOE a question that required an immediate answer: who 
would be eligible to trade the day after the CME acquisition? Prior to the CME acquisition, a 
necessary requirement had been that an Exerciser Member needed to possess a stated number of 
Board of Trade shares. However, Board of Trade stock was to be extinguished in connection 
with the CME acquisition, so it no longer would be possible to satisfy that requirement after that 
transaction, even if such a requirement continued to apply after that tran~action.~ CBOE 
therefore faced the immediate and sudden loss of more than 200 persons who were trading on 
CBOE's floor and supplying important liquidity to CBOE's markets. Such a sudden loss of 
liquidity would have disrupted CBOE's markets, undercut the fair and orderly nature of those 
markets, and would thereby have hurt the public interest and undermined the protection of 
investors. 

The Continued Membership Interpretation avoided any damage to these key Exchange 
Act interests. It ensured continuity of access by allowing all persons who had been trading as 
Exerciser Members before the CME acquisition to maintain that membership status without 
interruption. In that way, the interpretation avoided disruption of CBOE's markets, prevented 

The stock ownership requirement and the requirement to hold a CBOT B-1 membership were 
contained in an interpretation of Article Fifth(b) that was embodied in an agreement dated August 7, 
2001, which was amended by subsequent letter agreements dated October 7, 2004 and February 14, 2005 
(collectively, the "2001 Agreement"). As set forth in the Exercise Right Interpretation (at 9), however, 
the 2001 Agreement no longer applies after the CME acquisition. 
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any resulting harm to investors and the public interest, and eliminated any hardship on individual 
traders. The Continued Membership Interpretation therefore served the interests of the Exchange 
Act and should not be abrogated. 

In contrast, abrogation of the Continued Membership Interpretation would throw CBOE 
into chaos and would put all of those Exchange Act interests in jeopardy. The commenters 
apparently assume that, if the Continued Membership Interpretation were abrogated, CBOE 
could continue to provide some sort of trading access to former Exerciser Members even while 
the Exercise Right Interpretation was pending before the Commission. However, absent 
authority under the Exchange Act to interpret its rules to achieve that result, CBOE would have 
no legal basis to offer trading access to persons who, in CBOE's view under the Exercise Right 
Interpretation, no longer would qualify for such access. Any such authority would have to come 
pursuant to some rule and, unless effective on filing, would be effective only after Commission 
approval. Consequently, if the Commission were to abrogate the Continued Membership 
Interpretation, former Exerciser Members would not simply be automatically entitled to trading 
access from and after the time of that abrogation. To the contrary, because such former 
Exerciser Members could not under any circumstances satisfy the Board of Trade stock 
ownership requirement that pertained under the 2001 Agreement prior to the CME acquisition, 
CBOE would have no choice but to deny membership to all former Exerciser Members as soon 
as the Continued Membership Interpretation was abrogated and until some other rule was put 
into place if the stock ownership requirement continued to be applied on an interim basis. The 
result of abrogation therefore would be chaos and disruption on CBOE's markets, with all of the 
resulting harms to the public interest and investors that the Exchange Act is designed to avoid. 

C. 	 The Continued Membership Interpretation Was Entitled to Immediate 
Effectiveness. 

The commenters incorrectly claim that the Continued Membership Interpretation is not 
entitled to immediate effectiveness pursuant to Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the Exchange Act. They 
claim that this statutory provision is only available for "housekeeping" matters (see Comment 
Letter at 7) and suggest that the Continued Membership Interpretation cannot qualify because of 
the alleged magnitude of the effect of the Continued Membership Interpretation on lessors of 
Board of Trade B-1 memberships (see Comment Letter at 10-1 2). The commenters' position is 
unfounded. 
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1. 	 The Continued Membership Interpretation is an interpretation of the 
meaning of Rule 3.19 and therefore is entitled to immediate 
effectiveness. 

Initially, there is nothing in Section 19(b)(3)(A) that limits its reach to "housekeeping" 
rules. The only support that the comrnenters offer for that proposition is a statement in a Senate 
committee report relating to the adoption of that provision. Although that report stated that 
Section 19(b)(3)(A) would be available for rules on "housekeeping" matters, it nowhere stated 
that the provision was limited to such rnatter~.~ 

Moreover, it is the actual language of Section 19(b)(3)(A) that controls, not the text of an 
informal summary of that statutory language contained in a portion of the legislative history. 
Section 19(b)(3)(A) provides that it may be invoked with respect to a proposed rule change that 
is a "stated policy, practice, or interpretation" with respect to, among other things, "the meaning . 
. . of an existing rule of the self-regulatory organization." According to Commission Rule 19b- 
4(b)(2)(ii), a "stated policy, practice or interpretation" means, among other things, "[alny 
statement made generally available to the membership of, to all participants in, or to persons 
having or seeking access . . . to the facilities of [the Exchange] . . . with respect to . . . the 
meaning . . . of an existing rule." 

The Continued Membership Interpretation precisely fits this standard. It is a statement 
made to the entire membership of CBOE and to those who are "seeking access" to CBOE "with 
respect to the meaning of an existing rule" - namely, CBOE Rule 3.19. Rule 3.19 provides in 
general for the temporary continuation of a person's membership status when that membership 
status is lost under "extenuating circumstances." The Continued Membership Interpretation 
simply applies those general standards to the present situation. In particular, it essentially 
interprets, as "extenuating circumstances," the situation with which CME and the Board of Trade 
confronted CBOE and its then-Exerciser Members when they consummated the CME acquisition 
before the effect of that transaction on Exercise Right eligibility had been resolved. Such an 
interpretation of the "meaning of an existing rule" is appropriate under Section 19(b)(3)(A). 

The Continued Membership Interpretation also interprets the meaning of another aspect 
of Rule 3.19 as applied to the current situation - namely, the duration of the temporary 
continuation of membership status that Rule 3.1 9 provides. Rule 3.19 provides that such 
membership status may be continued "for such period of time as the Exchange deems reasonably 

See Summary of Principal Provisions of Securities Acts Amendments of 1975 (S. 249), Senate 
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 94" Cong., 1'' Sess. (1975) at 7. 
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necessary to enable the member to obtain a membership." In the situation created by CME and 
the Board of Trade, the period of time that is "reasonably necessary" should take into account the 
fact that the effect of the CME acquisition on Exercise Right eligibility is not yet resolved. 
Rather than prejudge that matter, the Continued Membership Interpretation allows former 
Exerciser Members to defer the acquisition of a substitute membership until at least their legal 
obligation to do so has been established - through the approval of the Exercise Right 
Interpretation. In doing so, the Continued Membership Interpretation essentially interprets that 
period of time as being "reasonably necessary" under the circumstances. In this respect as well, 
the Continued Membership Interpretation is an interpretation of the meaning of Rule 3.19 and 
therefore is properly filed pursuant to Section 19(b)(3)(A). 

Contrary to the position of the commenters, the Continued Membership Interpretation is 
entitled to immediate effectiveness even if the consequences of the rule would be significant. 
The statutory test under Section 19(b)(3)(A) does not change with the consequences of the rule, 
and the commenters cite no authority in support of their attempt to graft a "significant 
consequences" test onto the statutory language. Instead, the test is whether the Continued 
Membership Interpretation is a stated interpretation of the meaning of an existing rule, and the 
Continued Membership Interpretation satisfies that test. 

2. 	 CBOE never admitted that affirmative Commission approval would 
be needed for such an interim process. 

The commenters argue in passing that CBOE has admitted that it is not entitled to 
proceed under Section 19(b)(3)(A). (See Comment Letter at 9-10.) In particular, they quote 
from the Exercise Right Interpretation, which states that CBOE would seek affirmative SEC 
approval of "a plan to provide some form of trading access . . . in the absence of the exercise 
right." (See Exercise Right Interpretation at 13- 14.) The commenters misconstrue the statement 
on which they rely. 

The Exercise Right Interpretation specifically contemplated that "CBOE is prepared to 
maintain the status quo for some period of time7' after the consummation of the CME acquisition 
that, in CBOE's view, would terminate Exercise Right eligibility. (See Exercise Right 
Interpretation at 13.) That status quo was to be preserved "by staying, for an interim period of 
time," the impact of the CME acquisition on Exercise Right eligibility. (Id.) The Exercise Right 
Interpretation provided that this approach would enable those persons to continue "to trade on 
CBOE in the capacity of CBOE members during that interim period" and the authority for this 
process would be in the nature of Rule 3.19. (Id. at 13-14, n. 4.) This approach is the process 
that was realized in the Continued Membership Interpretation, and there was no suggestion in the 
Exercise Right Interpretation that affirmative Commission approval would be sought or needed. 
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Affirmative Commission approval instead arose in connection with a firther step, which was 
described as apossibility -namely, an approach that "could involve a plan to provide some form 
of trading access to such persons in the absence of the exercise right." (Id. at 14 (emphasis 
added).) It was this separate "plan" that the Exercise Right Interpretation contemplated would 
require a filing with the Commission. 

In other words, the Exercise Right Interpretation only stated that affirmative Commission 
approval would be required for a subsequent plan that might be proposed that would create new 
access points, through a permit plan or some other form of memberships that arose "in the 
absence of the exercise right," CBOE never stated that affirmative approval would be required 
to continue Exerciser Memberships temporarily pursuant to Rule 3.19. 

3. 	 The Continued Membership Interpretation does not prejudge the 
underlying merits of the Exercise Right dispute. 

The commenters argue that the Continued Membership Interpretation represents an effort 
to "immediately effectuate the changes" in the Exercise Right Interpretation. (See Comment 
Letter at 9.) That accusation is false and is belied by the text of the Continued Membership 
Interpretation. If CBOE had wanted to "immediately effectuate" the Exercise Right 
Interpretation, it would have proclaimed that all Exerciser Members ceased to be members and 
cut off their trading access as soon as the CME acquisition was consummated. Instead, CBOE 
did the opposite - it preserved the membership status of former Exerciser Members until the 
Commission takes final action on the Exercise Right Interpretation. 

The commenters are not actually seeking to preserve the access rights of Exerciser 
Members, but rather to protect the economic interests of persons who are not Exerciser 
Members. The heart of the commenters' complaint is that CBOE no longer is requiring former 
Exerciser Members to hold a Board of Trade B-1 membership in order to preserve their trading 
access. In short, the commenters complain because CBOE has not made it more difficult for 
former Exerciser Members to retain their membership status. They complain because the 
liberality of CBOE's approach to interim access supposedly makes it harder for Board of Trade 
lessors to command high rents for B-1 memberships. 

CBOE owes no fiduciary duty to people who are not its members. If Board of Trade B-1 
memberships were required for former Exerciser Members to retain their membership status, 
those who would lease those B-1 memberships by definition do not even seek to become an 
Exerciser Member. CBOE therefore does not owe any duty to protect the economic goals of 
these strangers to CBOE membership. 
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11. The Continued Exercise Interpretation Was Properly Approved. 

The commenters claim that the Continued Exercise Interpretation should be abrogated 
because (1) CBOE's Board supposedly breached its fiduciary duties when it voted to approve 
that interpretation, (2) the interpretation supposedly violates the requirement in CBOE's 
Constitution that new memberships must be approved by a membership vote, and (3) the 
interpretation supposedly amends Article Fifih(b) in violation of Delaware state law. These 
arguments are without merit because they rest on incorrect factual predicates and mischaracterize 
the nature of the Continued Exercise Interpretation. 

A. CBOE's Board Did Not Breach Its Fiduciary Duties. 

The commenters assert that CBOE's directors breached their fiduciary duties because 
they were "impemissibly conflicted" when they voted to approve the Continued Membership 
Interpretation. (See Comment Letter at 14-1 5.) The only support they offer for that conclusion 
is an August 20, 2007 letter provided by Frederick H. Alexander of Morris, Nichols, Arsht & 
Tunnel1 LLP (the "Alexander Letter"). The sole point of the Alexander Letter is to critique the 
process by which CBOE Board approved the Exercise Right Interpretation, not the Continued 
Membership Interpretation. In attacking the vote on the Exercise Right Interpretation, the 
commenters claim that "[a] majority of the directors serving on the CBOE Board have a direct 
financial interest in eliminating the rights of the Exerciser Members prior to CBOE's planned 
demutualization, which renders them incapable of making an disinterested decision regarding the 
effect of the CBOT HoldingsICME Holdings merger on the Exercise Rights." (Id.) Because of 
this alleged problem with the vote concerning the Exercise Right Interpretation, the comrnenters 
leap to the conclusion that "[flor all of these same reasons, the Board violated its fiduciary duties 
in adopting the [Continued Membership] Interpretation." (Id. at 15). 

This argument suffers from a fundamental and unwarranted leap of logic. To argue their 
point with respect to the Continued Membership Interpretation, the commenters must 
demonstrate that a majority of the CBOE directors who voted on the Continued Membership 
Interpretation had "a direct financial interest in eliminating the rights of the Exerciser Members." 
The commenters fail to make any such showing, because the Alexander Letter on which they 
rely instead addressed only the vote six months earlier with respect to the Exercise Right 
Interpretation. In fact, the Alexander Letter fails even to mention the Continued Membership 
Interpretation. Accordingly, the commenters' conclusion would not flow logically even if their 
factual premise were true. 

However, the most kndamental problem with the argument of the commenters and their 
Delaware counsel is that their factual premise is completely false. The Continued Membership 
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Interpretation, the only interpretation that is subject to abrogation, was approved in a meeting 
where CBOE7s voting disinterested public directors in fact outnumbered the purportedly 
"interested" voting directors. At the time of the June 29, 2007 Board meeting that considered 
that interpretation, CBOE7s Board consisted of eleven public directors, eleven industry directors 
(including one Exerciser Member) and William Brodsky, CBOE's Chairrnan and Chief 
Executive Officer. (See Affidavit of Joanne Moffic-Silver ("Moffic-Silver Affidavit"), a copy of 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1, 7 8.) None of the public directors had any membership 
interest in CBOE, possessed any right to acquire a membership interest or had any affiliation 
with any entity that owned any CBOE membership. (Id., 712.) Thus, at the time of the June 
29, 2007 Board meeting, a majority consisting of twelve directors (the eleven public directors 
and the Exerciser Member industry director) did not have any personal incentive to act to 
eliminate the rights of Exerciser Members. 

Moreover, as the commenters well know, the Continued Membership Interpretation was 
approved under circumstances in which the disinterested public directors actually outnumbered 
the industry directors4 Specifically, ten public directors were present for the discussion of the 
Continued Membership Interpretation, and they considered that interpretation in a separate 
meeting at which no interested director was present. After that separate deliberation, those ten 
independent, disinterested public directors voted unanimously to approve the Continued 
Membership Interpretation. (See Id., 7 9.) After that separate meeting, nine of the public 
directors (one public director having left the meeting after the separate session) rejoined the rest 
of the voting directors, and the Continued Membership Interpretation was then approved by a 
unanimous vote of the entire Board, consisting of the nine remaining public directors and seven 
industry directors (with one director who was an Exerciser Member abstaining). (Id.  7 1 0 .  In 
short, contrary to the commenters' unwarranted and unsupported factual assumption, the 
Continued Membership Interpretation was approved unanimously by all directors present, of 
which a majority consisted of independent, disinterested public directors. Accordingly, there is 
no factual basis to conclude that interested directors somehow dominated or controlled the vote 
on the Continued Membership Interpretation, and consequently the commenters have offered no 
basis to contend that the vote on that interpretation was invalid under Delaware law. 

Although the Alexander Letter's factual statements about the role of allegedly 
"interested" directors in the vote on the earlier Exercise Right Interpretation are not relevant to 

4 One of the commenters, Michael Floodstrand, requested and was provided minutes of both the 
December 12, 2006 and June 29, 2007 Board meetings, and those minutes fully described the capacity in 
which the various directors voted and the nature of their votes on the matters addressed at those meetings. 
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the validity of the Continued Membership Interpretation, those factual statements nonetheless are 
false. Contrary to the factual assertions in the Alexander Letter, it is not true that a majority of 
CBOE7s Board had a direct financial interest in eliminating the Exercise Right when the Board 
voted to approve the Exercise Right Interpretation on December 12, 2006. On that date, the 
CBOE Board was comprised of twenty-one members (rather than twenty-three members, as 
claimed in the Alexander Letter), and eleven of those directors were public directors who had no 
membership interest in CBOE, no right to acquire such a membership interest and no affiliation 
with any entity that owned any CBOE membership. (Id., 712.) In addition, one of the industry 
directors was an Exerciser Member of CBOE, and that director accordingly also would not have 
had a personal interest in eliminating the Exercise Right. (Id, 5 . )  Thus, twelve of the twenty- 
one CBOE directors on December 12, 2006 had no interest in supposedly curtailing the rights of 
Exerciser Members, while only eight CBOE directors were holders, or affiliated with holders, of 
transferable CBOE memberships. 

During the December 12, 2006 Board meeting, the seven voting public directors (four 
public directors having recused themselves from consideration of the issue) convened a meeting 
to discuss the Exercise Right Interpretation separately from all other directors, including any 
industry director who might have an interest in the elimination of the Exercise Right. In that 
separate meeting, the voting public directors unanimously approved the Exercise Right 
Interpretation. After the full Board reconvened, the seven voting public directors and the 
industry director who was an Exerciser Member and each of the five other voting industry 
directors unanimously approved the Exercise Right Interpretation. 

These facts demonstrate that there is simply no factual basis for the assertions by the 
commenters and their Delaware counsel that the majority of the directors who approved the 
Exercise Right Interpretation, much less the Continued Membership Interpretation, were tainted 
by a direct financial interest in eliminating the rights of Exerciser Members. Indeed, the facts 
prove just the opposite - that the majority of the directors voting on both the Continued 
Membership Interpretation and the Exercise Right Interpretation were disinterested public 
directors. Therefore, the commenters' breach of fiduciary duty claims are utterly without factual 
or legal merit. 

B. 	 The Continued Membership Interpretation Does Not Violate CBOE's 
Constitution. 

The commenters also incorrectly claim that the Continued Membership Interpretation is 
invalid because it supposedly violates the membership vote requirement of Article 11, Section 2.1 
of CBOE's Constitution. Section 2.1 provides that "an affirmative vote of the members shall be 
required for the issuance of all new memberships." Although Section 2.1 applies only when 
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"new" memberships are created, the Continued Membership Interpretation by its terms does not 
create any such "new" memberships. Instead, the Continued Membership Interpretation 
temporarily preserves the membership rights of certain persons who were existing Exerciser 
Members at the time that interpretation became operative upon the closing of the CME 
acquisition. Accordingly, although the commenters baldly assert that the interpretation "purports 
to create 22 1 new trading permits" for these Exerciser Members (see Comment Letter at 13), that 
assertion is simply false and directly conflicts with the plain language of the Continued Exercise 
Interpretation. Accordingly, that interpretation does not conflict with Section 2.1 of CBOE's 
Constitution. 

C. The Continued Membership Interpretation Does Not Violate State Law. 

The commenters' final argument is that the Continued Membership Interpretation 
represents an improper amendment of Article Fifth(b). (See Comment Letter at 15-1 8.) Article 
Fifth@) provides that "[nlo amendment may be made" with respect to Article Fifth(b) without 
the prior approval of certain membership classes. However, the Continued Membership 
Interpretation does not purport to change the terms of Article Fifth(b). The terms of the 
Continued Membership Interpretation make clear that, far from trying to "'jump the gun' on its 
efforts to get rid of Article Fifth(b)" (see Comment Letter at 17), that interpretation attempts no. 
change to Article Fifth(b) at all. Instead, the Continued Membership Interpretation is designed 
only to continue the status quo until the underlying meaning of Article Fifth(b) can be 
determined though final Commission action on the Exercise Right Interpretation. Because it 
does not purport to change Article Fifth(b), the Continued Membership Interpretation does not 
violate the membership vote requirement of Article ~ i f t h ( b ) . ~  

The commenters repeatedly claim that the Continued Membership Interpretation 
represents an attempt to circumvent the Delaware Court's jurisdiction to consider state law 
issues. The Court will determine the matters, if any, on which it will assert jurisdiction, and the 
Court would have the power to issue an injunction if its jurisdiction were threatened by action 
that CBOE was contemplating. In fact, the commenters requested such an injunction against the 
enforcement of the Continued Membership Interpretation, but the Court declined to interfere 
with the enforcement of that interpretation. Because the Court saw no need under state law to 

For an explanation of the difference between an "amendment" and an "interpretation" of Article 
Fifth(b), see June 15, 2007 letter from Michael L. Meyer (counsel for CBOE) to Nancy M. Morris at 22, 
24-25 (demonstrating that the Exercise Right Interpretation is not an amendment of Article Fifth(b) and 
that the Exercise Right Interpretation does not terminate the Exercise Right, but instead is an 
interpretation of the effect of the CME acquisition on Exercise Right eligibility under Article Fifth(b).) 
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interfere with the Continued Membership Interpretation, the Commission should not rely on 
alleged concerns about state law jurisdiction as a reason to abrogate that interpretation. It is 
notable that the Court appears to accept the Commission's exclusive jurisdiction over matters 
that bear on trading access, a category into which the Continued Membership Interpretation 
would fall! 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, and for the reasons stated in the Continued Membership 
Interpretation, the Commission should not abrogate Interpretation and Policy .O1 of CBOE Rule 
3.19. 

Very truly yours, -
Paul E. Dengel 
One of the Attorneys for Chicago Board 
Options Exchange, Incorporated 

cc: 	 Elizabeth K. King (via electronic mail and Federal Express) 
Joanne Moffic-Silver 

See August 3, 2007 Memorandum Opinion staying the Delaware action (a copy of which is 
attached as Exhibit 2) at 23-24 (finding that the SEC has "exclusive jurisdiction over membership in a 
national securities exchange," that the Exchange Act "established a plenary and pervasive role for the 
SEC in determining issues relating to exchange membership and, in particular, approving proposed rule 
changes o f .  . . self-regulatory organizations" and that "the SEC also plays an exclusive role in reviewing, 
approving, and interpreting an exchange's internal rules"), 25 (recognizing that matters "going to the 
heart of the SEC's function to foster stability in the national market system for securities" are "reserved 
exclusively for the SEC7s jurisdiction"). 



AFFIDAVIT OF JOANNE MOFFIC-SILVER 

I, Joanne Moffic-Silver, deposes and states as follows: 

I .  I am the Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary at the 

Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incorporated ("Exchange" or "CBOE"). I have personal knowledge 

of the matters set forth herein and submit this affidavit in support of the Exchange's response to the 

comment letter, entitled "Emergency .Petition for Securities and Exchange Commission Review of 

Rulemaking Action," submitted by the CME Group, Inc. ("CME"), the Board of Trade of the City of 

Chicago rBoard of Trade"), Michael Floodstrand and Thomas J. Ward with respect to CBOE rule filing 

SR-CBOE-2007-77. 

December 12,2006 Board Meeting 

2. I was present at the meeting of the Exchange's Board of Directors on December 12, 

2006, at which the Board of Directors authorized and directed the preparation and submission of a 

proposed rule change (SR-CBOE-2006-106) to the Securities and Exchange Commission (the 

"Commission'') to address the impact of the acquisition of the Board of Trade by CME Holdings, Inc., 

the predecessor of CME (the "CMEHoldings Acquisition"), on the eIigibility of persons to be exerciser 

members of CBOE. SR-CBOE-2006-106 indudes an interpretation of Article Fifth(b) of CBOE's 

Certificate of Incorporation that no person will quali@ as a CBOT "member7' for purposes of Article 

Fifth(b) after the CME Holdings Acquisition is complete, and therefore no person any longer will qualify 

to become or remain an exerciser member of CBOE after that transaction. 

3. On December 12, 2006, the Exchange's Board of Directors consisted of 21 Directors, 

including eleven public Directors, nine industry Directors, and CBOE Chairman and CEO William 

Brodsky. 

4. As described in the minutes of the December 12,2006 meeting of the Board of Directors, 

a correct copy of which (with irreIevant material redacted) is attached as Exhibit A, the following seven 



public Directors of the Exchange were present (in person or by telephone) at the Board of Directors 

meeting on December 12,2006, for the discussion of the interpretation of Article Fifth(b) that is set forth 

in SR-CBOE-2006-206, and these seven public Directors voted unanimously in favor of the 

interpretation: Robert Birnbaum, Janet Froetscher, Roderick Palmore, Susan Phillips, Samuel Skinner, 

Carole Stone, and Howard Stone. The members of the Special Committee of Independent Directors, 

consisting of James Boris, Duane Kullberg, R. Eden Martin, and Eugene Sunshine, were present at the 

meeting, but recused themselves from, and were not present for, the discussion and vote with respect to 

the interpretation of Article Fifth(b) that is set forth in SR-CBOE-2006-206. As set forth in the minutes 

of the December 12 meeting, the seven public Directors met and unanimously voted to approve the 

interpretation in a separate meeting at which only the Board's legal advisers and outside financial 

advisers were also present. 

5 .  Following the separate meeting of the public Directors to consider this interpretation, 

there was a meeting and vote by the entire CBOE Board on this matter at the meeting on December 12, 

2006. At this time, the following six industry Directors of the Exchange were present and voted 

unanimously in favor of the interpretation, as did each of the seven public Directors who had voted at the 

separate meeting of those Directors, as set forth in paragraph 4 above: Mark Durn, Jonathan Flatow, 

Bradley Griffith, Stuart Kipnes, William Power, and John Smollen. The remaining Industry Directors 

who were present -James MacGilvray, Thomas Patrick, and Thomas Petrone - abstained from the vote 

with respect to the interpretation of ArticIe Fifth(b) that is set forth in SR-CBOE-2006-106. At the time 

of this meeting, Mr. Flatow was an exerciser member, while each of the remaining industry Directors 

heId, or was associated with member organizations that held, transferable Exchange memberships. 

6. Mr. Brodsky was also present at the Board of Directors meeting on December 12,2006, 

for the discussion of the interpretation of Article Fifih(b) that is set forth in SR-CBOE-2006-106, and he 

voted in favor of the interpretation. 



June 29.2007 Board Meeting 

7. I was also present at the meeting of the Exchange's Board of Directors on June 29,2007, 

at which the Board of Directors authorized and directed the preparation and submission of a proposed 

rule change to the Commission (SR-CBOE-2007-77) that would interpret CBOE Rule 3.19, in the event 

that the CME Holdings Acquisition was consummated before the Commission took final action on SR- 

CBOE-2006-106, such that certain persons who were exerciser members as of a stated date before the 

completion of that transaction would continue in that membership status until the Commission had taken 

such final action. 

8. On June 29, 2007, the Exchange's Board of Directors consisted of 23 Directors, 

including eleven public Directors, eleven industry Directors, and CBOE Chairman and CEO William 

Brodsky. 

9. As described in the minutes of the June 29, 2007 meeting of the Board of Directors, a 

correct copy of which (with irrelevant material redacted) is atEached as Exhibit B, the following ten 

public Directors of the Exchange were present (in person or by telephone) at the Board of Directors 

meeting on June 29,2007, for the discussion of the interpretation of CBOE Rule 3.19 that is set forth in 

SR-CBOE-2007-77, and these ten public Directors voted unanimously in favor of that interpretation: Mr. 

Birnbaum, Mr. Boris, Ms. Froetscher, Mr. Kullberg, Mr. Martin, Mr. Palmore, Ms. Phillips, Mr. Skinner, 

Ms. Stone, and Mr. Sunshine. (Public Director Howard Stone was not present at the June 29, 2007, 

meeting.) As set forth in the minutes of the June 29 meeting, the public Directors met and voted on this 

interpretation in a separate meeting at which only the Board's legal advisers were also present. 

10. FoIlowing the separate meeting of the public Directors to consider this interpretation, 

there was a meeting and vote by the entire CBOE Board on this matter at the meeting on June 29,2007. 

At this time, the following seven industry Directors of the Exchange were present (in person or by 

telephone), and voted unanimously in favor of the interpretation, as did all of the public Directors (except 



Mr. Palmore who left the Board meeting following the separate meeting of public directors) who had 

voted at the separate meeting of those Directors, as set forth in paragraph 9 above: Mr. Duffjl, Paul 

Jiganti, Mr. Kipnes, Mr. MacGilvray, Anthony McCormick, Kevin Murphy, and Mr. Smollen. Mr. 

Flatow abstained from the vote with respect to the interpretation of Rule 3.19. Industry Director Thomas 

Patrick was not present at the June 29,2007, meeting, and the remaining industry Directors -Mr. Grifith 

and Mr. Power - were not present for the vote with respect to the interpretation. At the time of this 

meeting, Mr. Flatow was an exerciser member, while each of the remaining industry Directors held, or 

was associated with member organizations that held, transferable Exchange memberships. 

1 I. Mr. Brodsky was also present at the Board of Directors meeting on June 29,2007, for the 

discussion of the interpretation of Rule 3.I9 that is set forth in SR-CBOE-2007-77,and he voted in favor 

of that interpretation. 

12. None of CBOE's public Directors has a membership interest in CBOE, possesses a right 

to acquire such a membership interest or is affiliated with an entity that owns any CBOE membership. 

Dated: August 30,2007 
A 



EXHIBIT A 




Chicago Board OptionsExchange, Incorporated 

Board of Direclors Meetlng hdlnuled 


December 12,2006 


A meeting of the C30E Board ofDircam was held on December 12,2006 at 8:00 am.al the 

Inter(=ontinentaIHotel m Washingtoa, D.C. 


The direcrors pzesenr were amBrodsky, Chairman, John Smollen, Vice Chairman, Robm Bhbaum, . . 

James Boris, Mark Du@, Jonafian Flatow, Janet Frottscht~,Bndley Grifi~h,Stuart Kipncs, hant  
Kullberg, lsmes.MacGih.rey, R.Eden Marlin, Rodcn'ck Palmore, Tho- Patrick, SusanPhiUips, William 
Power,Carole Stone, Naward Stonc, and Eugene Sunshine. Samuel Skinner and Thomas Petrone wwc 
present by cunfcrence rclephone. All of~heforegomg di?ectorswere present for the regular and mtcutive 
sessions of rbe mceling, except as noted below. 

AIan Dean was present for the fml four agenda i tems du&g the excc~livcsession of rhe meeting and 

duringthe regular session of &e mtelmg. 


Richard DuFour, Lita Frazier, Chrisrine Hahn, Edward Joyce, Carol Kennedy, Joannc Mofic-Sihrcr, 

Donald Panon, Edward Provoa, Arrhw Reinnein, and Edward Tdly were. present .forhe first UyCC agenda 


.itemsduring the executive scssion of Ihcmccting and dwing the regularsession o f t h ~meeting-

Paul Dengd and Michad Mcye~d SchifTHardin were p~csenlfor the firsl rhrec agenda item during tbc 

executivesession ofb e  metring sad during the regular session ofthe meeting. 


Wendell Faton of  Rchards, Layton & Finger; J o h  Gihertxm, Adam Graves, and David S c h w i q u  of 

Goldman Sachs; and Kenneth Raisler of Sullivan & CromweU were present for rhe fvst three agenda fiems 

during the exccutive session ofthc mceling. 


C c & - Mr. Brodsky infonned the Bomd lhal 

the Executive Cornminee ma prior to lhe opening of the CBOE seal marker and determined to declan a 

suspension of vansaclions in transferable CBOE mmbership~.He stated h e r  the suspension was declared 

in li@ oithe malerialiry of the issues to be consideredby l eBowd at rhe meeting ia order to allow for thc 

disscminarion of infomation about any decisions lha~may be made 6y the Board regarding those issues. 

Hc slso stilted Ihar (he hecutivc Cornminee delegated to the OffiGe of ~ h cChairman the suthority to 

de~enninewhen the suspensionwould end. 


Ths members of Ihc Special Commincc of Independen1 DDirwors (Special Committee) consisling o f  Mr. 

Boris, Mr. Kulkerg, MY.Manin, and Mr. Sunshine rhen recused themselves and IeA theboard room. 


Mr. Brodsky m~rdihai management had previously brir.frd all of rhc. direclo~sprwcn! regarding 
rnanrgemenl's recommenda~ionabmr how 10 proceed airh rcspcct to the exercise right in li&r ofCME 
Holdings'snnounccd ecquisi~ionof rht Chicago Eoard of Trade (CB07). He also no@ lhal proposed 
rcsoldons and a proposed rule filing lo imple-nr this recommendation were dimiutcd p&r to the 
meeting lo the directors prestnr and rquesred lhar hey rcad hex documentsbefore any vote is  &kenwith 
respect ID them. Mr. Brodsky emphasized her in considering lhis issue CBOEs directors and mmegemenl 
owe a fiduciary duty to all CBOE rnembcrs and aar the rule of the Board is  to decide the right thing lo do 
and no1lo rake action for ~ h cpurposeoffavoring one groupova  ano&u. 

h3r. DuFour conducted a slide presenlsrion summadzing maaagmcntk recommendation, and Mr. Meyn 
summarizedfhe legs1 analysis rhar underlies the recommtndrrion. Mr. Brodsky descnied lhtcontent of lhc 
p ~ ~ p o s t d  reading tbc proposedr~olurionsand provided Lhc direclors presen! with additional time to f ~ s h  
resoludons and rule filing. 



Mr. Palmore them made a motion, whicb was secoded by Mr.Bhbaum, rhat the Board a p p m  Iht 

proposed raolulions TheBoard discussed the proposed resolutions. 


Following this discussion among all of the directon presenl, fie independent diredors (orha ihh the 

Special Committee members) met separately in the board room regarding the proposed re~~lutians.T b  

independent dixeclors who were present For ttresc separate deliberations were Mr. Birnbaul% Ms, 

Froetschet, Mr. Pahore, Ms. Phillips, Mr. Skinner (by conference dephooc), Ms. Stone, and Mr. Slone. 

These independent directors requested that CBOE's legal and financial advisors who wwc prestnt at thc 

meeting dso  bc prestllt for these dcliberationr. Pursllant to this request, Mr. Dengel, Mr. Fenton, Mr. 

Gilbcrtson, Mr, Graves, Mr. Meyu, Ms. Moffic-Silver, Mr. Raisla; Mr. Reinsrein, and Mr.Schwimma 

were present for these defibcrations. 


AU of the olhu duectors and orbapersons who wert prcsen~for the carlier discussit& of the p1op0sr.d 

resolutions kfiIhe board room and continued discussion of the proposed resolutions in a separate adjoining 

room. The Special Cornminet m e m b  wert no1 present, and Mr. Petrone was nor present by lelephone, 

fweither ofthe rwo separate deliberations. 


During their separaw delibaalions regarding the proposed resolutions, rhe independenl dircctom (other lhan 
Ulc Special Cornmince members) discussed the proposed rcsolutiw. Following &ia discussi~Mr. 
Skimamade a motion, which was seconded by Ms.Phillips, h t  ihe independent direclors (olhcr than rhe 
SpeEial Commince members) approve Iht proposed resolutiohs. This motion w ' l b c n 'unanimously 
approved by tbc independent dirtclors (orher rhsn the Special Coauninet membm) consisting ofMr. 
Bimbaum, Ms. Froerschcr, Mr. Palmore, Ms. PhiVi, Mr. Skinner,Ms. Stone, andMr. Stonc. 

All of Ihc other directors and other persons who wae previously present for the earlier discussion oft& 
proposed resolutions and who had Iefi rbe board room to deliberate separately then returned to the board 
room and Mr. Pcaonc rcjoimd Ihc mec!hg by confwence dephont. Mr. Brodsky and Mr. M w  
descnied the narure ofthe inreresi in this rnaita possessed by Ihenon-public directors on the Board in light 
of he inieresrs that rhey andlor their Arms hold in C B o E " % n l d k ~memberships. The independent 
direc~ors( o m  than the SpecialCornminee members)henannounced the vole fist they had taken. 

A vole of be fill Board (oihcr than the Special Commincc mcmbczs) was thm t a k a  on rhc motion lo 
approve the proposed rewlutions. A11 of& direcloys (oher than the Special Cornmincemembers) w ~ t d10 
approve ibis motion, except that Mr.MacCjjlvrey, Mr. Pacrick, and Mr. Pctrone abstained from h e  vow. 
The proposed resolurions lhar wctt approved wwe as folIows: 

WHEREAS,Article Fifth, paragraph&) of the Ccniftcalc of incorporation of CBOE ("Anicle 

Rfih(b)'? provides that every member of the Board of Trade of the City of Chicago ("CBOT") shall 

have Qe right, under stattd'cucumsurnces, lo become and ~ernaina member of CBOEwithout having 

10 purchase a CBOE membership (this n'ght sometimes being rcfened to as the "cxcrcise right''); 


WEREAS: CBOT Holdings. lnc. tnCBOT Holdings"], the parenl company of CBOT, has 

announcod il has enrered into a merger agrcemcnl wjrh CME Holdings, Inc. ("CME Holdings") that 

provides for rhe merger of CBOT Holdings wilt, end inlo CME Holdings, with CME Holdings es the 

survivor (he "Merger"); 


WHEREAS, as n conscqucnce of the Merger and upon ics cffcctivenws, CME Holdings will 

acquire ownership of CBOT,and CBOT will become a mbsidjaryof CMEHoldings; 


WHEREAS, Be agreemen1 benveen CB07 and CBOE dsled Avpst 7,2001, as amended a d  

supplemented by lencr agreements among CB0T Holdings, CB07 and CBOE daled October 7.2004, 

and February 14, 2005 [collecriveIy, the "2001 Agreement"), which embodies an inrerprelation of 

Mjcle Fifth@) that takes inlo accounl tht "CBOT Rcstnrcturing Transaaions" as described in Lha~ 

2001 Agreement, pr~vides~harB e  jnitrpreralion applies o n b  in the absence of any funhcr msltrjal 


I 



-. 
changes to the ownership or srmcture d C 3 0 T  or conlcmpl~redin tbt original CEOT~esmcturing 
Irmsaciions; 

WHEREAS, the proposed acquisition of CBOT by CMEHoldings constitut~a change Ibe 
ownership oSCBOThat was no! con~emplatedin the CBOTResbucruringTransactions,with rht  res~lt  
hat, upon b e  effectiveness of fic Mcrgv, s aatcd condition to the cflectiveness of tbe 2001 

Agreement will no longa bc satisfied, and the 2001 Agecmenr and the interprelstion'of Article 
Hfifia)embodied lherein will be ofno further force and eflect; and 

-. - .-- 1-1. I -.--.. . .. -. -.__-~-.__.- -- ---- . . 1 _ 
WHEREAS, as a result of the eircurnstanccs de~cn'brdabove; k i s  now incumbentupon CBOE to 

interpret Arliclc Fifih(b) in o~der 10 lakt into accouni the cffict on thc exercise right of thc 2005 
restmcttt- of CBOT and Ule s~lbsequentpublic ofle%g of &ares of common stock of CBOT 
Holdings in li&t, and upon fie effictivenea, of rhe Merger, and 10 take into account the efleclivtness 
ofthe Merger ilselC 

......-... .-- - - - . - - . . .  . _..-__ -- -.- -...._._ . .- . _ _ . . . _  
BE IT RESOLVED, lhat the Boerd of Directon of CBOE btrcby interpret Article Sfib(b)such 

chat, upon the effeccivencss of Ihe Merger, in light of the prior r&n~chuing of CBOT and the 
subsequent public ofls'ng of shares of common stock of CBOT Holdings, and in light of Ihe 
acquisition of CBOT by CME Holdings, rhcre no longer win be members of CBOT eatirled to be or 
remain a member of CBOEpursuant ro Anicfe Fiflh(b); 

FURTHER RESOLVED, tbat the appropriate officers of CBUE arc hereby aulhorizcd and 
directed 10 prepare he appropriatefom of rule change on Fonn 19b-4under the St~urititsExchange 
Act of 1934, as amended (the "&change ,Actq), in substantidly the same Tom as the fom of rule 
chankeprovided lo the Board of Mrwrors and-consiahg ofthe inretprttation of Article FifU(b) sated 
in the preceding rcsdution, and to.makeany cbangcsto mOERule 3.16 and to any other CBOE 
that may be needcd-10 confom those Rules wirb such interpretation, and to promptly file said Fam 
19b-4$zh fhe Scmritics.and.Exchange Co-@ssjon for-ig tevjew and approval in accordance with 
Section 19@) of thc Exchangc Act, and to r s k ~such o&er action is may be necessary or ajprctpriate lo 
effecruatcrhesc resolutions. 

Mr. bodcky surted that he was going to ask rhc Special Comminee.mtmbtrs to rejoin &m&ng and 
requcsred ~ a lthere be no discussionof rhe fortgoing matters in the presenceofthe Special Committeeafia . 
they rejoin the meeting. 

Mr. Skinner rhea lefi rhc meeting by mdin~his telephone connection' to h e  meeting and ~ h cSpecial 
Commintemembers rehlrned to the h a r d  room. 

Mr. Brodsky advised the Special Comminee mcmbks of &e aclion takcn by h e  Board, and a copy oflhe 
re.wludons and nilc filing approved by h e  Board were provided .ro I e  Special Cornminee members for 
their information. Mr. Brodsky explained Baimanagemen1 believed that ir was likely that Ule acquisitionof 
CROT by CMP Noldin_e,~will ofcur hefore rht complc~ionof CBOE's de,murualization, alQough he 
ob.cerved lhar many ~hingsa u l d  change $at rimtreble. 

. - - " - , . . 
hdr. 130rjs, Special Commitrot Cheirman, advised Ihc Board that tbe Special Comminee me1 prim to Ihe 
Board meeting in an~jcjpatjonh a t  the Board would bt considering hoke h e  CME NoldingslCBOT Holdings 
merger may impact the cxacise right. Mr. Boris sa1e.d thar hSpecial Comminee did no1 address chat 
speeific issue, doesn s have an opinion or conclusion with respect to it, and is neutral on it. He informed 
the Board rhat the posirion of lhc Special Committee is h~,given whal the Board has decided, ibe Special 
Commitjet should remain in existence, but defer further delibefalions until such lime 8s ir becomes 
appropnarc to either 6) rcinjliarc lfic Special Cornminee's delibcsalions, terminate the Special 
Cornminet's existence, or (iii) take such o ~ h aac~ionas iswarranred. 

Mr. Brodse alrcatd hat direcrors should conrinuc 10 be copizsnl of the fiduciary duty 10 all CBOE 
members in rhe consideralionof manen rclared ro the implementation of fhc decisions made by the Board. 



33ecausc of fhe many factors tbat could affecf whekr CAE Holdings' acquisition dCBOT f w l c l ~ d  
before CB0Es dcmutuplization and tbucfore whclhn the exercise right will be twminatcd, Mr.B r o w  
stared that it was qmgement's recomenda~icnthat CBOE not file ils S-4 regisuation stBl~mm1wifb tbc 
Securitiesand Exchengc Commission(SEC)during UIC followingsix wccks to allow rhc situation to clan'& 
itself W g  that time period, Mr.Brodslcy jndjca~cd&at, absent changed circumstancts, management 
expeclcd to recommend to the Board at IIICJanuaryBoard meeting that the Board authorize tbc submission 
ofan 5-4 segjslrarionstarment hat mana~ementwjn be working to finalizeprior to thst meeting and that it 
reflecl ~e k~erpreralion of the exercise righi approved by WBoatd.. .. .. . .. . . .. -

A drafl press release regarding thc aclions taken by the Board wris thca dism%utcd to the Board for rtview. . 
The Board discussed the drafl press release and provided comments to it. 

REDACTED 

Excrcise Riehr Rule Filine Update - Mr. ~ r d &tepoed tbat ihe rule filing approved by the Board had 
bctn submined to the SEC and repoved regarding a call he made lo CBOT President md Chief Executive 
Oficcr BernardDan to inform CBOT ofthe rule filing. 









REDACTED 




REDACTED. -



Tfie mmting was adjourned at approxime~eIy12:00p a .  



EXHIBIT B 




Chicagoh a r d  Options Exchange, Incorporated 

Bard ofDfreetors MeeHag Minuter 


June 29,2007 

A special mecring of the CBOE Board ofDkctnrs was held on June 29.2007 at 9:30 a.m. in the CBOE 
Board Room 

The directors present w m  William Bmkky, Chaimwn, Mark Durn, I o n a h  Flalow, Stuart Kipmi?, 
Anthony McCormick, and l o b  Smollen. BradleyOriffith, Vice Chaiitman, R Eden Martin,LeadDircctor, 
Roben Bimbatna, James Boris, $motFroofQthw,Paul Jiganti, Duane KuUbcrg, Jarnos MscGilvray, Kcvin 
Murphy, Roderick Paknorc, Susan Phillips, William Power, Samuel Skbcr, Carolt Stone, and Eugene 
Sunshim werc present by wnfkem;e telephone. Thomas Patriok and Howard Stow wtrc unable to 
participate inthemeeting. 

Also present were Richard Duhur, Edward Joyca, Cam1 Kennedy, Joanne Moffia-Sifver, and Arthur 
Rehsttb. Paul Dengtl ~d Michael Meytr ofSchiff Hardinand Edward Tilly wrc presentby confcrcncc 
tetephono. 

Tmdin~AGW Plans ~ S m r a t cDishiution) - Mr. E r o d e  briefed thc Board regarding the currcnl sIaW 
of the proposed acquisition of tbc Chicago Board of Ttadc (CBOT)by Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
Holdings (CMEICBQT Transaction), the rnargcrproposal made toCBOTby hrercontinentzdExchangc.and 
CWFs pending ntle filing intcrpre(ationrelating to the impact of the CMEICBOT Transactionon exercise 
right eligibility (SR-CBOE-ZO06-I06). 

Mr. Brodsky nold the nahe ofbhtcrtsl in thc ma- to be discussed at the meeting possessed by the 
non-public direotors on the Board in Iigbt of the inter=& thzrI they d o r  their firmshold in transferable 
CBOE memberships, exerciser memberships, and/orCBOT mcmbaships. For this rcason, Mr. Brodsky 
stat& that there would be separate detibemtiomand vom among all of the dimtors prntnt and among all 
ofthe public directorspresent. 

A distribution was provided to the Board prior to the mecting describing the fdlowing rfiree acctss plans: 
(i) a proposed aoms plan for fomu exerciser rnembws if tfit CMEICBOT Transaotion is consummat@ 
bofore the SBC takes final action w SR-CBOE-2006106 (Plan A), . . 

REDAcI'ED Mr. DuFour presented 

LhF informti06 hcludd in the distributionTO the Board and described the compomts of tachof thePlens. 
Hc elso noted that proposed Plan A - w l m  previously r e v i d  end endwscd by the Strategy and 
Implementation Task Force at a meeting carlicr in thc week. The Board discussed proposed Plan A 

and various aspects related to these proposed Plam during and following Mr. DuFow's prcscntation. 

FoIlowing this d i i i o n  among all of the &=tors pmstat, Ihe public directors present met scparatcly by 
conference telephone. fht public directors who were present by conference telephone for thesc separate 
deliberations werc Mr. Bimbaum, Mr. Saris,Ms. Fmewher,ML KuUberg, Mr.Martin, Mr. Fehore, Ms. 
Phillips, Mr. Skinner,Ms. Stone, and Mr.Sunshine (Independent Direotors). Mr. Martin acted as chairman 
of these separate de11beraliw of tha Indepondear Directem. The Indepeadcnt Dimtars rcqmted that 
CBOEfslcgd c o m l  who were present at the meeting also be p m t  for tbcsc deliberations. Purs-1 to 
this request, Mr.DengcX and Mr.Mtycr wse pmant for lhese deliberationsby conference telephone and 
Ms.MofficSilvtr aod Mr.Reh&.n wae present for theae deliberations iu the Board Room. All of Ihc 
other directors and other pemns who were present for the tarlicr part of the meeting leR the B m d  Room 
or dhonnccrcd%om tbe confamce telephona line to tho meeting. Durbrg their separate dclibcrations, Ihc 
lndcpaxlcncDirectors discussed propostd Plan A ard various aspects related to these proposed 
Plans. REDACTED 

Following the discussionby thaMeptndent Directon. tbe ldependmt Directors unanimously approvcd (i) 
pmjmsed Plan A REDACTED 



(iii)dcIcgacing to the Office of the C h a i  [A) the authority to makc changes to Plan A 
consistent with the gcncral principfcs ofthose Plans in order to ad- any comments wived h m  the 
SEC and @) the authority to d e l e d m  tbc timing of submission to the SEC of rule flings to impImcnt 
plan A REDACTED 

MY.Palmon left the meetingbydisoalwectingfrom the cunfcrmcttelephone line to tbcmating. 

All ofLCother dircclotsand other persons who were premt for thc first porrion of the mtcting be@= thc 
Indepcndeat DLoclors met separately (with the ~[ccptionofMr. Gtjffitb and Mr.Power) m c d  to tho 
Bwrd Room or rqoined tbe mfcrence telqhone line to the mctting. Mr.Martin informed the Board of 
the resolutiomapprovd by the lndtpeadcnt Directors. Tbc Board lhar hrthcr discussed proposed Plan A 

,various aspects relafedto the prpposed Plans, and the rcsoIutions approval by the independent 
Directors. FolIowing this disnrssion, all of tfic dirtot4m gr*sart votcd to approvethe resolulions thet were 
previously approved by the hdepen&nt Directors, as set forth above, except that Mr.Fhbw abstained 
from tho wte. 

Mr.Power rejoined the conferem telephone lineto tho meeting. 

Mr.Brdsky stnssdd Ihe impofl8acoofmaintainingrhe confidentialityofinformationrelated 10 lhematters 
addressed at the mteting until suoh time that Ulisirrfonnationis publiclydisclosad 

The meetingwas adjournedat approximately 110:45 a.m. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This action arose out of the proposed demutualization of interests held by 

inenlbers of the Chicago Board Options Exchange, Inc. (the "CBOE"), an entity 

fornled in 1972 and initially funded by The Board of Trade of the City of Chicago, 

Inc., ("the Board of Trade" or the "CBOT") and its membership.' Since the 

CBOE's establishment more than thirty years ago, tl~ere have been two classes of 

membership: (i) CBOE "Seat Owners," or "Regular Members," who bought their 

seats on the CBOE outright, and (ii) "Eligible CBOT Full Members" (at times, 

"CBOT Full Members") who obtained a right (the "Exercise Right") under 

CBOE's Certificate of Incorporation (the "Charter"), including those "Exerciser 

Members" who exercised that right, to become nletnbers of the CBOE without 

cost. With the acquisition of CBOT by Chicago Mercantile Exchange Holdings, 

Inc. ("CME), the CBOE has talcen the position that CBOT Full Menlbers have 

lost that status and, inore importantly, have lost the opportunity to share in the 

bounty to be harvested fro111 CBOE's demutualization. Although nluch effort has 

been devoted here and elsewhere to consider the right to trade on a national 

exchange, the dispute in this Court is not so much about trading rights; instead, it is 

about a familiar topic: great wealth and the realization that those who do not share 

' De~nutualization refers generally to the sale o~ reoiganization of a mutual entity, by its 
membels, into a non-mutual entity whose shares or interests can then be freely traded A 
consequence of this process is that members' ownership lights are either dissolved in exchange 
for cash consideration or replaced by ownership interests (and voting rights) in the surviving 
entity 



get more of it. The nature and value of Exercise Rights and the continued meaning 

of CBOT membership in tandem with the Exercise Right are the primary 

substantive questions before the Court. 

* * 4: 

The Exercise Right was conferred upon CBOT members more than thirty 

years ago in recognition of their "special contribution" to the development of the 

CBOE. Unlilce Regular Members, however, the right to membership in the CBOE 

by CBOT Full Members came with a condition and a limitation: a CBOT Full 

Member would have to, at all times, be a full member of the CBOT and a CBOT 

Full Member laclced any right to transfer his or her membership on the CBOE. 

Efforts to limit or clarify the scope of the Exercise Right began as early as 

1992 when the CBOE and the CBOT entered into an agreement (the "1992 

Agreement") to resolve a number of questions that had arisen since the CBOE's 

founding. Two decisions that came out of the 1992 Agreement tale particular 

prominence in this action First, the CBOE agreed to view all CBOT Exerciser 

Members as having the same rights and privileges of CBOE Regular Members. 

Under the 1992 Agreement, this principle would apply even where the CBOE 

made a cash or property distribution-whether in dissolution, redemption, or 

otherwise-to CBOE Regular Members, if the distribution would have a dilutive 

effect on the value of a CBOE membership overall (i e ,broadly defined to include 



that of a membership arising under the Exercise Right). If such an event were to 

occur, the agreement made plain that any distribution would be made on the same 

terms and conditions to Exerciser Meinbers. Second, the CBOE and the CBOT 

agreed to interpret the Charter provision that created the Exercise Right as 

inapplicable following any merger, consolidation, or acquisition of the CBOT by 

or with another entity. 

From 2001 to 2005, there would be further efforts to define the scope of the 

Exercise Right. These efforts were stiinulated by the CBOT's own plan to 

de~nutualize and eventually restructure itself into CBOT Holdings, Inc. ("CBOT 

Holdings"), a Delaware for-profit corporation. Several restructuring agreements 

emerged between the CBOE and the CBOT (or CBOT Holdings). The CBOE 

agreed, albeit wit11 some reluctance, that the restructuring of the CBOT into CBOT 

Holdings would not render the Exercise Right inapplicable, a circumstance that 

would have lilcely been the case if a provision under the parties' agreement in 1992 

had been interpreted strictly. By 2004, however, the CBOE had grown 

increasingly frustrated with tile Exercise Rights held by CBOT members. The 

rights were viewed as i~npediments to the flexibility that the CBOE believed it 

needed in responding to a changing options exchange industry. De~nutualization 

was soon considered in earnest by the CBOE. 



In April 2004, the CBOE sought to mini~nize the thorny issue ofhow to deal 

with the Exercise Rights in the context of a yet-to-be disclosed denlutuaiization by 

initiating a modified Dutch auction to purchase 500 outstanding Exercise Right 

Privileges. Despite its offer to pay as much as $100,000, most of the Eligible 

CBOT Full Members balked. Still, even with only about five percent of Eligible 

CBOT Full Menlbers having talcen the CBOE up on its offer, the CBOE forged 

ahead. In September 2005, the CBOE Board announced its plan to de~nutualize 

and convert the CBOE into a for-profit corporation. The CBOE Board would 

eventually appoint a special co~nn~ittee (the "Special Committee") to have the sole 

authority to determine the manner in which membership interests held by Exerciser 

Menibers and Seat Owners would be converted under the den~utualization. 

Despite the Special Committee's co~nmitrnent to treat Exerciser Menlbers "fairly," 

certain statements by CBOE management led CBOT Exerciser Me~nbers to believe 

that, to the CBOE, fair did not necessarily mean equal. 

On Atlgust 23, 2006, CBOT I-Ioldings, the CBOT, and representative CBOT 

Full Members (collectively, the "Plaintiffs") initiated this action against the CBOE 

and members of the CBOE Board (collectively, the "Defendants"), seeking 

injunctive relief and a declaration that CBOT Full Members, including Exerciser 

Members, would share equally with the Seat Owners in any distribution of 

consideration made pursuant to a demutualization of the CBOE (i.e., the 



"valuatio~~"issue). The Defendants did not respond until October 2, 2006, wl~en 

they filed a motion to dismiss on the ground that the Plaintiffs' claims were unripe 

because both the CBOE Board had yet to approve a form of demutualization and 

the Special Committee had yet to voice its decision on what consideration, if any, 

the CBOT Full Members would receive in a demutualization. A far more dramatic 

development, however, occurred later that October, and one that, independent of 

any announced de~nutualization of the CBOE, would have lilcely brought the 

parties before this Court. 

On October 17, 2006, CBOT I-loldings and CME announced a definitive 

merger agreement between the two entities whereby they would be cornbilled into 

a company named CME Group Inc., a CMEIChicago Board of Trade Company. 

The proposed transaction would spark a shift in the CBOE's initial position that the 

Plaintiffs' "speculations" of unfair treatment did not merit judicial intervention. 

On December 12, 2006, the CBOE submitted a rule filing with the United States 

Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC" or the "Commission"). Under 

the proposed rule change, the SEC would view the CBOT-CME merger as having 

a terminating effect on the Charter-granted Exercise Right, with the rationale that 

such a transaction findamentally changes what it means to be a member of the 

CBOT. The practical significance of this interpretation would be that no CBOT 



member could become or remain an Exerciser Member under the Charter. Any 

CBOT member desiring ~nembership on the CBOE would now have to pay for it. 

On the same day the CBOE submitted its rule filing with the SEC, its Board 

announced in a press release that it was proceeding with the planned 

demutualization and suspending the work of the Special Committee. CBOE's 

Board reasoned that there was no need for the Special Committee to value 

Exerciser Members' interests when the proposed rule change would treat the 

CBOT-CME merger as eliminating those interests altogether. 

Soon after the CBOE submitted its rule filing with the SEC, the Plaintiffs 

amended their complaint to add new claims to prevent the SEC's adoption of the 

CBOE's proposed rule change as to the meaning of CBOT membership under the 

Exercise Right (i.e., the "me~nbersl~ip" issue). 

The CBOE filed a Forill S-4 Registration Statement with the SEC on 

Februaiy 9, 2007. The CBOE assumed two events by the time it demutualized: 

completion of CBOT-CME deal and approval by the SEC of the proposed rule 

change. 

CME demonstrated that it had successf~~lly thwarted a competing acquisition 

offer by Intel-continentalExchange, Inc. ("ICE") when, on July 9, 2007, CBOT 

shareholders approved the merger with CME. In anticipation of this vote, the 

CBOE had filed with the SEC on July 2, 2007, an interim proposed rule-then 



effective immediately unless and until the SEC talces action to the contrary-that 

eliminates the Exercise Right, but grants Exerciser Members "temporaly CBOE 

membership status" pending the SEC talces final action on CBOE's proposcd rule 

change. 

Against this background, the Court concludes that, with the CBOT-CME 

merger completed, the "vali~ation" and "membership" issues implicated by the 

Second Anended Complaint (the "Complaint") are ripe for this Court's review. At 

bottom, these issues concern the economic or propeity rights that certain CBOT 

inembers have under the Exercise Right, as well as the membership or trading 

rights of CBOT members for purposes of the Exercise Right. The Court cannot, 

and shall not, ignore that this Exercise Right arose under-and is governed by-a 

contractual regime designed by sophisticated parties. Despite the CBOE's urgings 

to the contra~y, the Court retains jurisdiction to determine whether the Defendants' 

actions have the operative ef.fect of divesting the Plaintiff-class of a vested 

econoniic and property interest in CBOE membership conferred through the 

Exercise Right. Although judicial resolution of the state law claims advanced by 

the Plaintiffs would not necessarily and unduly intrude on the SEC's exclusive 

authority to review and approve proposed interpretations of exchange rules, the 

Court determines that the interests of ,judicial efficiency militate in favor of staying 

this action pending the SEC's response to the CBOE's proposed rule change filing., 



11. BACKGROUND 


A. Cliicago S Options Exchanges 

Established in 1848, the CBOT is the oldest futures and options exchange in 

the world. Today, it is also one of the largest, providing a trading forum for both 

agricultural ( e g ,  wheat, soybeans, corn) and financial contracts (e.g., United 

States Treasuly bonds). In 1972, CBOT's membership founded and initially 

funded the CBOE.~ Tl~e CBOE, a non-stock nlembership corporation, is regulated 

under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"): which requires 

the CBOE to establish rules, subject to SEC review, defining and governing its 

membership. 

B. An "Exercise Right" is Born 

When the CBOE was formed in 1972, members of the CBOT provided seed 

capital in the form of direct cash expenditures, loan guarantees, and grants of 

certain intellectual property." Noting the "special contribution" of CBOT's 

members, the CBOE's Charter created what has become lmown by the parties, 

both before and during this litigation, as the "Exercise Right." Article Fifth(b) of 

the Charter provided: 

Regulatory roadbloclcs thwarted the CBOT's desire to create a inarlcet in listed securities put 
and call options. CBOT accepted that a separale exchange was necessary and, thus, its ine~nbers 
acted to cleate what is now lcnown as the CBOE See Perce Aff 11 3, Ex. B ("CBOE Proposed 
Rule Change") at 6. 

15 1J.S C. 8 78a, el leq.
4 See CBOE Proposed Rule Change at 5. 



In recognition of the special contribution made to the organization 
and development of the [CBOE] by the members of the 
[CBOT] . . . every present and future Inember of the [CBOT] who 
applies for inembership in the [CBOE] and who otherwise qualifies 
shall, so long as he remains a Inember of [the CBOT], be entitled to 
be a member of the [CBOE] notwithstanding any such limitation on 
the number of members and without the necessity of acquiring such 
membership for consideration or value froin the [CBOE], its 
members or elsewhere. Members of the [CBOE] admitted pursuant 
to this paragraph (b) . . . shall otherwise be vested with all rights 
and privileges and subject to all obligations of membership . . . . 

The right was unequivocal. So long as a CBOT member remained a member of 

the CBOT, he or she could become a member, or "Exerciser Member," of the 

CBOE without having to pay for that privilege as Seat Owners, or Regular 

Members, had done. Interestingly, Article Fifth(b) did not define what constituted 

CBOT membership. That omission would have consequences. 

C. The 1992 Agreement Behveen CBOTand CBOE 

Besides the Charter, the seminal docunient governing the Exercise Right is 

the 1992 Agreement. In the 1992 Agreement, the CBOT and the CBOE resolved 

several dilemmas-defii~itiollal and otherwise-that sprung rroln the language of 

Article Fifth(b). First, by clarifying the meaning of certain terms, the parties 

agreed to limit eligibility under the Exercise Right. Second, the 1992 Agreement 

reflected the parties' understanding as to how Seat Owne~s and Exerciser Members 

would be treated in relation to one another. Third, it aclcnowledged how a merger, 

consolidation, or acquisition involving the CBOT would affect the Exercise Right. 



1. Limiting the Exercise Right 

Article Fifih(b) of the Charter broadly entitled "eve~y present and future 

member of [the CBOT]" to become a member of the CBOE pursuant to the 

Exercise Right. Twenty years later, the CBOE sought to limit this permissive grant 

and, in the 1992 Agreement, the CBOT agreed to define a CBOT me~nber within 

the meaning of Article Fifth(b) as an individual who was an "Eligible CBOT Fill1 

Member" (or his or her "Delegate," or lessee, as defined).5 This term carries a 

spectfic meaning: 

"Eligible CBOT Full Member" means an individual who at the 
time is the holder of one of the One Thousand Four Hundred Two 
(1,402) existing CBOT full memberships . . . and who is in 
possession of all trading rights and privileges appurtenant to such 
CBOT Full Membership . . . . 6 

Thus, the defined term reflects the CBOT's agreement to, among other things, 

functio~lallyremove the "every . . . future member" language from Article Fifth(b). 

2. Treat~nent of Seat Owners and Exerciser Members of CBOE 

a. Distribzltions to CBOE's Meilzbeislzip 

An impol-tant feature of the 1992 Agreement was the CBOE's commitment 

to treat Seat Owners and Exerciser Members generally alike in terms of what it 

meant to be a member or  the CBOE,: 

5 Second A m  Compl., Ex. 2 ("1992 Agmt."), 9 2(a) (emphasis added) 
~ d . ,8 I (a). 



The CBOE aclcnowledges and agrees, in its own capacity and on 
behalf of its members, that all Exer-ciser Meilibers . . have the 
sarlie riglits and privileges of CBOE regular riieriibersliip as other 
CBOE Regzllar Members, including the rights and privileges wit11 
respect to the trading of all CBOE products . . . .' 

Accordingly, even in the event of a distribution, Exerciser Members would not be 

treated differently: 

In the event the CBOE malces a casli or property disti-ibtrtioii, 
whether in dissohrtioii, redeniptioii or otl7envise, to other CBOE 
Regular Members as a class, which has the effect of diluting the 
value of a CBOE Membership, including that of a CBOE 
membership under Article FiTth(b), szrch disti*ibutioii sliall be rizade 
on the sanie ternis arid conditions to Exerciser ~enibers.' 

The 1992 Agreement, however, is silent as to what constitutes a distribution. 

b. Transfer-ability o j  CBOE Menibersl~ip 

The 1992 Agreement's general tenor of equality between Seat Owners and 

Exerciser Members did not extend to at least one lcey area. Section 3(b) made 

clear that CBOE membership pursuant to the Exercise Right was not, in contrast to 

the membership of a Seat Owner, transferab~e.~ 

Id,9: 3(a) (emphasis added) 
'1d .; see n1r.o id,9: 3(e) ("The CBOE agrees that a significant purpose of the Agreement is to 
ensure that CBOE will not malce any offer, distribution or redemption to CBOE Regular 
Members as a class which would have the effect of diluting the rights under Article Fifth(b) of 
Eligible CBOT Full Members . . . .").
' see nlro CBOE Constitution, $ 2.5 ("Memberships acquired pursuant to paragraph (b) of 
Article FIFTH of the Certificate of Incorporation shall not be transferable."). 



c. Obligations of CBOE Membeias 

The 1992 Agreement did nothing to alter Article Fifth(b)'s language that 

Exerciser Members would be "subject to all obligations of membership," including 

the payment of "fees, dues, assessments and other lilce For illustration, 

the Plaintiffs point to Plaintiff Michael Floodstrand, an Exerciser Member since 

1990, as having paid hundreds of thousands of dollars in fees and dues to the 

CBOE since becoming a member 

3. Application of Article Fifth(b) Followine Certain CBOT Transactions 

Another important aspect of the 1992 Agreement was that it addressed 

whether the Exercise Right would survive following certain extraordinary 

transactions involving the CBOT. At Section 3(d), the CBOE agreed that 

in the event the CBOT mergers or consolidates with or is acquired 
by or acquires another entity . . . and (i) the survivor of such 
merger, consolidation or acquisition ("survivor") is an exchaifge 
which provides or maintains a marlcet in commodity futures 
contracts or options, securities, or other financial instruments, and 
(ii) the 1,402 holders of the CBOT Full Memberships are granted 
in such [transaction] nzeinbership in the survivor ("Sulvivor . . . , 
and (iii) such Survivor Membership entitles the holder thereof to 
have fir11 ti-adiig rights a id  privileges in all products then or 
thereafter traded on the survivor . . ., then the Exercise Right of 
Article Fifth(b) sl7all continue to apply and [the 1992 Agreement] 
shall continue in force and effect (with the words "CBOT Full 
Membership" being interpreted to mean "Survivor 
Membership"). ' ' 

l o  see nl.so Second A m  Compl. ("Am. Compl.") 11 5 1 
I '  1992 Agmt., 5 3(d) (emphasis added). 

12 



Conversely, if the CBOT were party to a merger, consolidation, or acquisition 

where these three requirements were not satisfied ( i  e. ,  where the surviving entity 

was not an exchange, where CBOT Full Members were granted no membership in 

the surviving entity, or where CBOT Full Members laclted full trading rights and 

privileges), then the Exercise Right would not s u i ~ i v e . ' ~  

D. The CBOT's Dei~~t~tvalizntiori andSzrbseqt~ent Restructztring Agreeinents 

By 2000, Article Fifth(b) and the 1992 Agreement would come to a test. 

The CBOT proposed a demutualization plan to restructure itself by creating CBOT 

Holdings, a Delaware stock corporation, and then distributing shares of it to CBOT 

members.I3 The CBOE's initial response was that such a transaction would result 

in the Exercise Right being extinguished because the very concept of CBOT 

"membership," as it had existed under Article Fifth(b), would be no more.I4 

Advancing this interpretation, the CBOE made a proposed rule change filing with 

the SEC. The CBOT then brought suit in Illinois state court. That lawsuit was 

dismissed, however, on the ground that the SEC had exclusive jurisdiction over 

matters pertaining to membership on an exchange.I5 The CBOT appealed, but 

while both its appeal and CBOE's proposed rule change filing were pending, a deal 

" ~ e eid 

"See Am. C o ~ n p l11 46. 


see CBOE Proposed Rule Change at 7. 
l 5  See Bd of Trade ofche Cicy of Cl7icago 11. Cl7icago Oylior7s Exch., No. 00-CH-1500 (Cir. Ct. 
ofCoolc County, Ill., Chancery Div., Jan. 19, 2001). 



was struclc between the CBOT and the CBOE. The deal, embodied in the 2001 

Agreement, was that Ai-ticle Fifih(b) would be intei-preted as applying to those 

CBOT Inembers who not only held the trading rights of a full member of the 

CBOT but also held at least as many shares of stoclc in CBOT Holdings as had 

been issued originally to CBOT melnbers in the restructuring.16 

More of these "restructuring agreements" (the "2001-200.5 Restructuring 

Agreements") would follow. Leading up to one of them, Defendant Marlc F. 

Du'fy, CBOE's Vice Chairman and Executive Committee Chairman at the time, 

even aclcnowledged to CBOE nlelnbers that the CBOE "[does] not have the 

authority to do away with the Exercise [R]ight," because "[ilt was granted to 

CBOT niernbers in [the Charter] and absent a vote to do away with it or a court 

determination to do away with it, it will always exist."I7 

The final restructuring agreenlent came in 2005. In the 2005 Agreement, the 

CBOT, the CBOE, and CBOT Holdings agreed that after the CBOT's restructuring 

(i.e., CBOT Holdings' initial public offering), the Exercise Right would continue 

to apply to CBOT Full Members provided they owned or possessed: (1) at least the 

same number of shares of Class A Connnon Stoclc of CBOT Holdings that they 

received in the demutualization transaction (27,338 shares); (2) one Series B-1 

'"ee CBOE Proposed Rule Change at 7 
I' Perce Aff., Ex. H, a1 2. 



CBOT membership; and (3) one Exercise Right Privilege, or "ERP," newly-issued 

by the CBOT." 

E. The CBOE Ponders Denzzctzmlization and L,ater Forms a Special Cotliniittee 

In 2004, the CBOE was loolting ahead to its own possible demutualization, 

reorganizing itself into a for-profit stock corporation. The interests of Exerciser 

Members, however, proved a headache for the CBOE. To help alleviate the 

problem, the CBOE announced its intent to purcl~ase 500 outstanding ERPs 

through a modified Dutch auction process. The high end of its offer was $100,000 

for each ERP, but there were few talters. Only 69, or five percent, of the 1,402 

Eligible CBOT Full Members agreed to sell their ERPs. '~ 

On Septe~nber 14, 2005, the CBOE formally announced that its Board had 

approved a demutualization plan and aclcnowledged that the transition to a stock 

corporation would implicate decisions on what to do with the Exercise Rights held 

by CBOT Full ~ e n l b e r s . ~ '  Allnost a year later, on September 25,2006, the CBOE 

announced that its Board had delegated this task to a Special Committee of 

independent directors not having any CBOE membership interest. According to 

the CBOE Board, one of the functions of the Special Committee was "to ensure 

l 8  See, e.g ,  Am. Compl.. 1/1147-48; Carey Aff. 11 10; CBOE Proposed Rule Change at 8. 

l 9  Two Inore ERPs were bought by the CBOE in 2006 and 2007, but for consideration greater 

than what was offered in the auction. See Carey Aff. f 12; Perce AfE, Ex. M. 

20 Perce Aff., Ex. N. 




that all CBOE members, including CBOT exercisers, are treated fairly in the 

CBOE's proposed de~nutualization."~' Thus, the Special Committee was given the 

"sole authority" to determine the Inanner in which the two classes of CBOE 

inembership should be co~lverted to consideration under the de~nutualization.~~ 

F. Tl~e CBOE's De~~iz~tzialization Plaintiffs Ck~nlle~~ge Plan 

Sho~.t-ly before the CBOE announced that a Special Committee had been 

formed to evaluate converting the interests of the CBOE membership classes in a 

demutualization, the Plaintiffs filed their original complaint, alleging that the 

proposed de~nutualization ( i . e , that CBOT Full Members would not receive the 

same consideration as CBOE Regular Members) would, among other things, 

breach the 1992 Agreement and the fidicuiary duties owed by tile CBOE Board to 

CBOT Full Members. In short, the Plaintiffs sought a declaration that they w o ~ ~ l d  

be able to participate in any de~nutualization on equal footing with the CBOE 

Regular Members. 

G .  The CBOT and CME Strike a Deal 

The CBOE's proposed demutualization was not the only development that 

would call into question what it meant to be an Eligible CBOT Full Member under 

Article Fiftb(b). On October 17, 2006, CBOT Holdings and CME announced an 

" Perce Aff., Ex. O ("CBOE lnfonl~ation Circular IC06-132"), at 1 .
''Id at 4-5. 



agreement to merge into CME Group Inc., a CME/Chicago Board of Trade 

Under the terms to the deal, the CBOT would survive the transaction 

as a subsidiaiy and CBOT Holdings stocld~olders would receive 0.3006 shares of 

CME Class A common stoclc per share of CBOT Class A common stoclc or, 

instead, they could opt for cas11.~' 

H. The CBOE's Talte: Say Goodbye to i l~eExercise Rig171 

After solne silence on the implications of the CBOT-CME deal on Eligible 

CBOT Full Members' Exercise Right, the CBOE made its view laown in a 

proposed rule change filing with the SEC on December 12, 2006. The crux of the 

CBOE's proposed interpretation is that consummation of the CBOT-CME deal 

results in a fundamental and material change to what it means to be a member of 

the CBOT under Article Fifth(b) and, thus, the Exercise Right does not survive the 

tran~action.'~ Primarily, the CBOE's position is that the requirements set forth by 

Section 3(d) of the 1992 ~ ~ r e e n ~ e n t ~ ~  would not be satisfied under the merger 

because, among other reasons, CME is not an exchange. The CBOE also advanced 

an interpretation that the terms of the 2001-2005 Restructuring Agreements would 

no longer apply because the transaction would be a "material change[] to the 

23 Perce Aff, Ex P 
24 Id 
25 CBOE Proposed Rule Change at 3,9, 13. 
26 See szrpi-n Part 11 C.3 (noting that the surviving entity must be an exchange, the holders of the 
CBOT Full Membership must be granted membership in the surviving entity, and mernbc~s of 
the surviving entity Inlist be entitled to full trading rights and privileges) 



structure or ownership of the CBOT . . . not contemplated in the CBOT 

[r]estructuring."" 

When the CBOE filed this proposed rule change with the SEC, it also 

announced separately that the Board's Special Committee had suspended its work. 

Members of the Special Committee, who were recused froin the Board's 

discussion on the impact of a CBOT-CME deal on the Exercise Right, came to this 

c o ~ ~ c l u s i o ~ ~with the rationale that it was unnecessaly to ascribe a value to the 

interests of CBOE memberships under the Exercise Right when the transaction 

with CME would eliminate those interests (i  e ,the transaction would result in the 

CBOT no longer having "members," as contemplated by Article ~i f i l~(b)) . '~  

I. 	 Tlie Plaiiitrffs Ailieiid Tlieir. Coi1iplaiiit and tlie CBOE Forti~alizes its 
Dei~zzrttralizatioii Plan 

On Januaty 4, 2007, the Plaintiffs amended their complaint to add new 

claims based on the CBOE's proposed rule change. Specifically, they challenge 

the process in which the CBOE Board determined that the CME transaction would 

terminate the Exercise Right and, additionally, seek i11,junctive and declaratory 

"CBOE Proposed Rule Change at 8-10; see also Perce Aff. Ex. D, at D-1-1-D-1-2 ("'Eligible 
CBOT Full Member' has the nieaning set forth in the definition of that term in the 1992 
Agreenient, provided that upon consumn~ation of the CBOT Restructuring Transactions and in 
the absence of any othet material changes to the structure or ownership of the CBOT or to the 
trading rights and privileges appurtenant to a CBOT Full Membership not contemplated in the 
CBOT Restructuring Transactions . . . "). 
See Perce Aff., Ex. W .  See 01.~0id,Ex. R ("CBOE For111 S-4 Registration Statement"), at 35. 



relief to the effect that the Exercise Right would survive and entitle them to equal 

treatment in the CBOE's demutualiz,ation. 

In late Janualy 2007, the CBOE Board approved CBOE's demutualization 

plan and, on Februaly 9, 2007, the CBOE filed a Form S-4 Registration Statement 

(the "Form S-4") with the SEC outlining its plan to be reorganized as CBOE 

Holdings, Inc. ("CBOE Holdings"), a for-profit Delaware stoclc corporation. The 

Form S-4 assumes that both completion of the CBOT-CME merger and approval 

of the CBOE's proposed rule filing will have occurred by the time CBOE is 

demutualized. As expected, the Form S-4 specifies that CBOT members holding 

membership interests in the CBOE pursuant to the Exercise Right will receive no 

stoclc in the CBOE restructuring. 

J .  A Bidding Wni,for the CBOT Begins, and Ei~ds 

Shortly after the CBOE's Form S-4 filing, a rival suitor for the CBOT 

emerged. On March 15, 2007, ICE made an unsolicited bid to merge with CBOT 

I-~oldings.'~ By July 9, 2007, however, the bidding war came to an end. CBOT 

IHoldings shareholders approved an $11.3 billion merger agreement with CME?' 

agreeing to receive 0.375 shares of CME Class A common stoclc per share of 

29 See Dengel Aff., Ex. D. 
30 CBOT iioldings shareholders agreed to receive 0 375 shares of CME Class A colninon stoclc 
per share of CBOT Class A common stock, an increase from the 0 3006 of a share in CME that 
was first offeied by CME in October 2006 



CBOT Class A common stock. On .July 12, 2007, the CBOT-CME transaction 

closed. 

111. CONTENTIONS 

The claims lodged by the Plaintiffs against the CBOE and members of the 

CBOE Board center primarily on three themes. First, they contend that both the 

Chai-ter and the 1992 Agreement unambiguously require equal treatment among 

CBOE Regular Members and Eligible CBOT Full Members in any distribution or, 

more precisely, in a CBOE dernutualization. Second, the CBOT and the PlaintifP- 

class challenge efforts by the CBOT to extinguish the Charter-granted Exercise 

Right, arguing that the CBOE proposed rule change filing is a thinly veiled effort 

to expropriate unilaterally these rights and to contravene contractual obligations to 

treat Eligible Full CBOT Members equally. Contrary to the CBOE's proposed 

interpretation filing with the SEC, the Plaintiffs maintain that the CBOT-CME 

merger does not result in the termination of the Exercise Right because all three 

requirements set forth in the 1992 Agreement ( i . e , ,the CBOT will continue as an 

exchange, even tl~ough it is indirectly being acquired through a merger of CBOT 

I-Ioldings and CME; all of the Eligible CBOT Full Members will continue to hold 

membership in the CBOT following the merger; and the Eligible CBOT Full 

Members will still have all trading rights and privileges products traded on the 

CBOT) are satisfied. Finally, the Plaintiffs argue that CBOE Board members 



breached their fiduciary duties by limiting the work of the Special Committee and 

permitting interested directors to do~ninate the process by which the CBOE Board 

determined t l~e  CBOT-CME transaction would result in the Exercise Right's 

demise. The Plaintiffs seek partial sunlmaly judgment on these t hee  major claims 

and argue that the Court's consideration of these state law clai~ns is not precluded 

by pending SEC review of the CBOE's proposed rule interpretation. 

Not surprisingly, the Defendants have a different talte on all of this. 

Primarily, they urge disinissal of this action or, more appropriately, a stay in favor 

of the SEC's consideration of the CBOE's filing, noting that the Exchange Act 

preempts judicial resolution of the "membership" issues. Responding more 

substantively to the claims asserted, they raise three major points. First, they 

dispute a reading of the governing agree~nents as providing equal treatment in the 

CBOE's den~utualization. They argue that the Charter itself recognizes that 

Exerciser Members and Regular Members, although entitled to equal treat~nent in 

certain circumstances, are not created equally because the memberships acquired 

under the Exercise Right are nontransferable. The Defendants also contend that, 

because the CBOE's planned deril~ttualization will occur tl~rough a merger, the 

transaction form of this demutualization does not trigger the 1992 Agreement's 

"equality provisions" with ~espect to certain "offers," "distributions," or 

"redemptions" by the CBOE. Second, the Defendants maintain that the Exercise 



Right does not survive the CBOT-CME transaction because it is a "material 

change" to the CBOT's ownership and structure and one that is not contemplated 

under the 2001-2005 Restructuring Agreements. Moreover, even if the 1992 

Agreenlent were to somehow have created an independent right to CBOE 

membership, the Defendants argue that the CBOT-CME transaction fails to satisfy 

the three requirenlents for the Exercise Right to continue to apply following a 

merger or consolidation involving the CBOT. Finally, the Defendants insist the 

CBOE Board did not improperly limit the Special Committee's role in determining 

the consideration that Exerciser Members would receive in the dernutualization 

and also note that the Special Committee was recused from delibeiations on 

Exercise Right eligibility following the CME transaction in order to preserve their 

independence on "valuation" decisions." 

IV. ANALYSIS 

A. The SEC's Evclzrsive Jzirisdictioii to Approve and Interpret Excl7ange Rzrles 

As noted, following CBOT Iloldings' announce~nent that it and CME had 

agreed to merge, the CBOE filed a proposed rule change with the SEC concerning 

"Aside from these three major points, the Defendants have also argued, more generally, that the 
Plaintiffs' "valuation" and "membership" clai~ns have not ripened to merit judicial intervention 
because, first, the CBOE's demutualization is p~einised on a pending exchange rulc change 
interpretation and it is unce~tain if the CBOE will de~nutualize in an alternative scenario, and 
second, the CBOT-CME deal has not yet been consummated The Court is satisfied, however, 
not least of all because the CBOT-CME t~ansaction has, in fact, been co~npleted, that these issues 
ale now ripe for consideration 



the interpretation of Article Fif?il~(b) of the Charter. In its filing, the CBOE urged 

an interpretation that the CBOT-CME, transaction would result in there not being 

"members" of the CBOT, as that term has come to be interpreted for purposes of 

Exercise Right eligibility. To the Plaintiffs, the motivation for CBOE's proposed 

rule change has less to do with menzbersl7ip (or trading rights) in the CBOT and 

more to do with the CBOE's desire to strip Exerciser Members of property rights 

(i.e., econo~nic rights based 011 duties prescribed by contract and imposed by state 

law on fiduciaries) linked to CBOE membership based on the Charter and the 1992 

Agreement. That may be the case, but the SEC's exclusive jurisdiction over 

membership in a national securities exchange cannot be ignored. 

By the Exchange Act, Congress has established a plenary and pervasive role 

o r  the SEC in deter~nining issues relating to exchange membership and, in 

particular, approving proposed rule changes of such self-regulato~y organizations. 

To illustrate, Section 6 imposes upon the SEC the duty to oversee such matters as 

to whom an exchange nlay deny rnember~hip;"~ under what circu~nstances an 

exchange nlay deny, suspend, or otherwise limit or condition membership;33 and 

the specific procedures an exchange must follow in carrying out such actions.34 

Importantly, the SEC also plays an exclusive role in reviewing, approving, and 

32 See I5 1J.S.C. 5; 78f(c)(l). 
33 See I5 1J.S.C. § 78f(c)(2)-(4). 
3" See 15 U.S.C. 5; 78f(d). 



interpreting an exchange's internal rules.35 To this end, Section 19(b)(2) of the 

Exchange Act provides that "[nlo proposed rule change shall take effect unless 

approved by the omm mission,"" with "proposed rule change" defined generally to 

include interpretations of an existing exchange 

With these provisions of the Exchange Act in mind, the Cout-t turns to the 

experience of other courts in grappling with the SEC's authority over matters 

concerning exchange membership. In general, courts have been leery of 

attempting to resolve disputes relating to exchange membership," and, in 

particular, they have declined invitations to interpret Article Fiftl~(b), and to decide 

how a specific event or transaction might, or might not, affect an interpretation of 

that provision.39 

35 By definition, an exchange's "rules" include the provisions of its articles of incorporation, or 
charter. See 15 U.S.C. Q: 78c(a)(27),
36 I5 U.S.C, Q: 78s(b)(I). 
37 See Exchange Act Rule 19b-4(c), 17 C.F.R. 240.19b-4(c); see alro Exchange Act Rule 19b- 
4(d), 17 C.F.R. 240.19b-4(d). 
38 See, e g ,Bzrcklqy v Chicago Bd of Optior~r Esch ,440 N.E.2d 914, 919 (Ill. App. Ct. 1982) 
("[Wle believe that tile breadth of tile Commission's statutory authority to review exchange 
decisions relative to membership suggests a Congressional intent to limitjudicial interference . . . 
."); id at 471-72 ("In ligllt of the importance Congress placed on the concept of 'membership' in 
the regulatory scheme it established in the 1975 amendments [to the Exchange Act], as well as 
the possible conflict with tllat scheme which might arise as a result of a state court membership 
determination, we conclude that pree~nption of the Board of Trade's action for specific 
perfor~nance is required here."); Bond 11 .Cl~icagoBd of 0ptio11.s Exch, No. 01-CI-I-14427 (Cir. 
Ct. of Coolc County, Ill., Chancery Div., Sept. 17, 2001) (Transcript), at 56-57 (noting 
interpretative questions bearing on who or who is not a nieniber under Article Fifth(b) are 
"exclusively within the province ofthe Securities and Exchange Commission"). 
39 See Bd. oj  Ende ofthe Ci/y o j  Cl~icngo Cl~icngo Options Exch ,No. 00-CH-1500 (Cir. Ct. 11 

of Cook County, Ill., Chancery Div., Jan. 19, 2001) (Transcript), at 58 (declining to hear 
CBOT's declaratory judg~neiit claim that a proposed transaction would not affect Exercise Right 
eligibility because, "[iln light of the comprehensive federal statutory scheme regarding exchange 



Together, the Exchange Act's provisions and rules, as well other courts' 

reluctance to infringe 011the regulatory scheme that Congress has established, lead 

the Court to be sensitive as to how the CBOE's proposed rule change might 

involve matters reserved exclusively for the SEC's jurisdiction, especially matters 

going to the heart of the SEC's function to foster stability in the national marlcet 

system for ~ecurities.~' Accordingly, at this time, it is prudent for the Court to 

refrain from opining, or appearing to opine, on what effect the CBOT-CME merger 

may have an the continuation of the Exercise Right. 

The Court's hesitancy to delve into the Plaintiffs' claims relating to 

"n~embersl~ip"issues does not, however, extend automatically to those matters that 

traditionally fall within the purview of this Court, namely the interpretation and 

enforcement of contractual provisions. 

B. 	 Tlze SEC's .Jzcrisdiction Does Not Extend to Resolutiotz of State Lmv 
Cotztrnctzml and Fidzlciaiy Duty Claitns 

After the creation of the Exercise Right in 1972, disputes arose as to the 

meaning of certain terins used in that provision. To address these problems, the 

CBOT and the CBOE, in 1992, sought to clarify "the nature and scope of the 

entitlement . . . of a CBOT member to be a CBOE member."" The CBOT, for 

membership regolation, as well as the possible conflict which might arise as a result of this 

Court's potential declaratory judgment determination, the Court is persuaded that the preemption 

of the Board of Trade's actio~l for declaratory judgment is required here"). 

'I0 See 15 1J.S.C. 5 78b.

" I992 Agmt., at First Whereas Clause. 




example, agreed to limit Exercise Right eligibility to only those 1,402 then-existing 

CBOT Full Members. For its part, the CBOE agreed that Exerciser Members 

would have all the rights and privileges of CBOE Regular Members, except the 

right to transfer, and that Exerciser Me~nbers would enjoy the benefits of any 

"distribution" to Regular Members on the same terms and conditions. The CBOE 

also agreed that the Exercise Right would survive a merger, acquisition, or 

consolidation of the CBOT so long as certain conditions were satisfied. All of 

these commitments and all of these obligations have one thing in common: they are 

grounded in, and are governed by, contract, specifically the 1992 Agreement. 

Whether the Plaintiffs are entitled to equal treatment in a demutualization of 

the CBOE is an issue that is touched upon by the 1992 Agreement and is one that 

can be resolved judicially. The parties, however, dispute sl~arply the precise effect 

of the 1992 Agreement and its current applicability. Briefly put, the CBOT argues 

that this agreement obligates the CBOE to treat CBOT members equally in a 

demutualization, an obligation that cannot be unilaterally removed; the CBOE 

argues, l~owever, that the 1992 Agreement did not create an independent right to 

equal treatment, but is merely an interpretatioll of the Exercise Right ernbodied in 

the Charter and an interpretation that can be changed tlurough the rule 

interpretation process with the SEC. At one time, the CBOT shared at least part of 

the CBOE's prernise. In 2001, in the Bond case, the CBOT aclnowledged that the 



1992 Agreement was "simply an interpretation," a "new interpretation [of Article 

Fifth(b)]," and "not an amendment [of the charter]."" Since 2001, however, there 

have been several reaffirmations of the 1992 Agreement and its comnlitment to 

provide "equal treatment" to Exerciser Members, reaffirmations evidenced by the 

2001-2005 Restructuring Agreements. These agreements, talcen together, may 

leave doubt as to the intended consequences following certain transactions, but 

they do not suggest that the parties did anything to reduce the possibility of a 

judicial dete~mination of the meaning of certain terms or of a judicial resolution of 

certain disputes. The CBOE's pending rule change, even if viewed fairly as 

concerning matters of membership, does nothing to challenge the capacity of a 

,judicial forum to interpret such contractual terms. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the parties themselves aclcnowledged in the 

1992 Agreement that judicial intervention could be sought by either party to 

enforce the Agreement's tenns,4" a taslc not unfamiliar to the judicial system. No 

authority has been presented to the COLII? to suggest that the SEC has been imbued 

with enhanced ,jurisdiction or some special mission to resolve matters of private 

economic rights or the allocation of the fruits of those rights among competing 

private claimants. Indeed, the general presumption against the federal preemption 

of claims arising out of state law-e g , contract claims, fiduciary duty claims- 

'I2See B O I I ~ ,S I I ~ I . C Inote 38 at 14, 54-55 
"1992 Agmt., 5 6(c). 



further guides this Court in concluding that it ]nay properly consider at least the 

econo~nicrights claims grounded in state law and raised by the Co~npla int .~~ 

C. 	 Efficiency Considemtions Militate in Favor of Stoj~ing the 
Consideration ofPlainf$fi' Clninzs 

The CBOE's proposed rule change is now beibre the SEC. This Court is not 

absolutely precluded fiom proceeding collcurrently with that process; whether the 

governing docunlents afford the Plaintiffs equal (or some lesser) treatment in the 

CBOE's demutualization is not, after all, the precise issue before the SEC. Such 

recognition of this Court's authority to proceed, however, does not eliminate the 

Court's sensitivity to matters of judicial efficiency and case management, as well 

as an appropriate degree of deference to the SEC. These concerns are, of course, 

within this Cou~t's di~cretion"~' 

" See, e g ,  Cnliforr7in v.  ARC Arri. Corp., 490 IJ.S. 93, 101 (1989); cf. Bnrbnrcr v N Y Stock 
Excl?,99 F.3d 49, 55 (2d Cir. 1996) (stating that claims created by state law are not necessarily 
swallowed by a pervasive federal scheme). It should also be observed that, although Bzrckley 
was cited for the general proposition that courts are reluctant to interfere in matters of 
~ne~iibershipissues, there is an important difference between the facts of Bitckley and the facts 
here. 111Birckley, the court concluded that an award of specific performance relating to a claim 
arising out of state law would have the operative effect ofremoving one member in the CBOE 
and installing another, something which might very well conflict with SEC oversight. 440 
N.E.2d at 919. Nothing so drastic would occur here. A determination by this Court on the issue 
of econo~nic rights is different and arguably distinct from questions of trading rights. Both the 
Court and the SEC cannot arrive at their own respective determinations and, thereby, discharge 
their separate functions, without unduly frustrating the mission of either. Whether other 
concerns are at play, including the conservation ofjudicial resources, is a different question. 
45 See, e g. ,  Pat$ Holding AB v.Miiror Itnnge Inteu7et, Inc ,--- A.2d ---,2007 WL 1451506, at 
*3 (Del. May 17, 2007) (aclcnowledging a "trial court's inherent authority to control its docket"); 
Trry(or 11. LSI L.ogic Corp., 689 A.2d 1196, 1201 (Del. 1997) (noting "the inherent power of a 
trial court to co~itrol its own docket, manage its affairs, acliieve the orderly disposition of its 
business and promote the efficient administration ofjustice"). 



The Court is satisfied that resolution of the Plaintiffs' "economic rights" 

claims is best stayed pending coinpletion of the SEC's review of the CBOE's 

filing. A stay would serve a multitude of interests, including the economy of 

judicial ef-foil: and the prevention (or minimization) of potential conflict, or 

perceived conflict, between the administrative powers and the judicial p r~cess . "~  

Significantly, a stay would enable the Court to assess more accurately how, and if, 

the SEC's decision on the proposed rule change affects the Cou~T's calculus on the 

economic rights claim^.^' 

V. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court will stay this action. A stay is 

appropriate pending the SEC's deterniination as to whether the CBOT-CME 

transaction affects the meaning of "Eligible Full CBOT Member" under Article 

Fifth(b), as addressed in the 1992 Agreement and as interpreted in the 2001 

Agreement and subsequent Restructuring Agreements, in such a manner that the 

rights of certain CBOT members to become or remain CBOE Exerciser Members 

have been temiinated. In ordering this stay, the Court emphasizes that it has 

jurisdiction to consider tlie "economic rigl~ts" issues raised by the Complaint 

because those claims emerge from and are governed by state contract or fiduciary 

416 Cf,e.g, DeBori IJ .  Nortee, L.L,C, 2000 WL 33108393, at *I (Del. Super. Nov. 8,2000). 
" Cf Porfi Holrling AB v h1;rrar 1111oge Ii~teuiet, Inc., 842 A.2d 1245, 1263 (Del. Ch. 2004), 
off'd, --- A.2d ---,2007 WL 1451506 (Del. May 17, 2007) (recognizing that a stay permitted 
laterjudicial assessment of potential collateral effects arising fro111 another proceeding)., 
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duty law." The decision is rooted less in deference to the SEC's exclusive 

jurisdiction to review and approve proposed rule changes under the Exchange Act 

and more in recognition of the practical concerns of conserving judicial resources 

and avoiding unnecessaly speculation about the outco~ne of the administrative 

process until such time as the SEC provides its resolution of the question of how, 

for purposes of its statutory responsibility, the CBOT-CME merger affects the 

eligibility of CBOT ~nen~bers to qualify for purposes ofthe Exercise Right. 

An implementing order will be entered. 

" CBOT me~iibership in the CBOE is unique because it has encompassed both traditional 
excllange trading rights and contractual or econo~nic rights. The notion that the CBOE Board 
may unilaterally defeat contractual rights-protected not only by state contract (or corporation) 
law, but also by state fiduciary duty law-to the exclosive benefit of its Seat Members merely by 
filing with the SEC is troubling. Tile SEC is properly and necessarily concerned with the 
efficient and proper operation of national securities marltets and who [nay trade on those liiarkets 
is an important aspect of the task. It is not so apparent that the SEC would be concerned about 
how the riglits and obligations between the real parties in this feud--CBOT Full Members and 
CBOE Seat Members-would matter so much. CBOT ~ne~nbers  already trade on the CBOE and 
their continuation of tliat effort night actually benefit (and would not necessarily be adverse to) 
the opetation of tliat marltet by, for example, providing greater liquidity. In sliort, there may well 
be an option available to the SEC that would allow it to relain the final say as to who can trade 
on the CBOE but, at the same time, would allow tile state law contractual rights of CBOT 
members to be resolved in the forum where such rights are routinely resolved-the courts. 
Moreover, even if it turns out that the SEC's mandate requires that CBOT Full Membel-s be 
excluded from trading on the CBOE-a point about which the Court expresses no fonnal view- 
it does not ineluctably follow that, in these unique circumstances, they are also divested of 
whatever economic (or contractual) riglits they hold as the result oftliat status. In addition, if the 
CBOE Board owed fiduciary duties to the Exerciser Members (and arguably others), those duties 
inay well protect the interests of these CBOT melilbers because those decisions which caused the 
claimed harm to them were made by the CBOE Board while, under any interpretation of the 
various documents, at least many of the CBOT members were Exerciser Members of tile CBOE. 
In sum, it is not immediately and conclusively obvious why a regulatory act voluntarily (and not 
necessarily) talten by the CBOE Board can be isolated from the reach of fiduciary duty law, 
especially when the consequences (great benefits to the Seat Me~iibers and great detriment to the 
CBOT Full Members) were so apparent at the time when the CBOE Board decided to act. 


